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Exhibit 99.1 

A 
~Entergy
 

,2008 

Dear Entcrgy Corporation Shareholder: 

I am pleased to inform you that on , :2008, the board of directors of Entcrgy Corporal ion 
(,'Entergy") approved the distribution of all the shares of common stock of Enexus Energy Corporation 
(t'Enexus Energy"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entergy, to Entergy shareholders. Enexus Energy holds or 
will hold certain 01" the assets and liabilities associated with Entcrgy's non-utility nuclear business. 

This distribution is to be made pursuant to a plan initially approved by the board of directors of 
Entergy on November 3, 1007 (i) to separate Entergy's non-utility nuclear business from the rest of Bntcrgy's 

businesses and (ii) for Entergy and Enexus Energy lO enter into a nuclear services joint venture immediately 
prior to the separation. Upon the distribution, Entergy shareholders will own 100% of the common "tack of 
Enexus Energy. In addition, Entergy and Encxus Energy will each own 50% of a joint venture called EquaGcn 
LLC, which will operate Enexus Energy's plants. Entergy's board of directors believes [hat creating a separate 
non-utility nuclear company will increase value to. and is in the best interests of, our shareholders. 

The distribution of Enexus Energy common stock will occur on , 2008 by way of a pro raw 
dividend to Emcrgy shareholders of record on , 2008, the record date of the distribution. Each 
Entergy shareholder will be entitled to receive sharc(s) of Enexus Energy common stock for each 
share of Entergy common stock held by such shareholder at the close of business on the record dale. Enexus 
Energy common stock will be issued in book-entry form only, which means that no physical stock certificates 
will be issued. No fractional shares of Enex us Energy common stock will be issued, If you would otherwise 
have been entitled to a fractional share of Enexus Energy common stock in the distribution, you will receive 
the cash value of such fractional share instead. Shareholder approval of the distrihution is not required, and 
you are not required [Q take any action to receive your Encxus Energy common stock. The distribution is 
intended fa be lax-free [Q Entcrgy shareholders, except for cash received in lieu of any fractional share 
interests. 

Following the distribution, you will own shares in both Eutcrgy and Enexus Energy. The number or 
Entergy shares you own will not change as a result of this distribution. Entcrgy's common stock will continue 
to trade on the New York Stock Exchange and the Chicago Stock Exchange under the symbol "ETR:' We 
intend to apply 10 have Enexus Energy's common stock listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the 
ticker symbol 

The informution statement, which is being mailed co all holders of Entergy common slack on the 
record date for the distribution. describes the distribution in derail and contains important information about 
Encxus Energy, its business, financial condition and operations. We urge you to read the information statement 
carefully. You nrc not required to take any specific action. 

We want to thank you for your continued SUpp0l1 of Entergy and we look forward [0 your future 
support of Encxus Energy. 

Sincerely. 

J, Wayne Leonard 
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Off/en 
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,2008 

Dear Future Encxus Energy Corporation Shareholder: 

It is our pleasure to welcome you as a future shareholder of our company, Encxus Energy Corporation 
("Enexus Energy"), We are excited about our future as one of the largest nuclear power generators in the 
United States. 

We are a nuclear generating company with a strong operational track record and the necessary scale to 
operate as an independent generating company. We own six operating nuclear power plants located in the 
Northeast United States and Michigan and sell the electric power generated by those plants primarily to 
wholesale customers. Our 50/50 joint venture with Entcrgy Corporation, which will be called EquaGen LLC, 
will operate and provide services to our six. operating nuclear power plants. We also offer, or expect to offer, 
operations, management and decommissioning services to nuclear power plants owned by other third-parties in 
the United States. Additionally, we believe we will be a leader in every aspect of the nuclear life cycle, 
including operations, license renewals, decommissioning estimates, acquisitions and dry fuel installations. 

For the year ended December 3 L 2007, we generated operating revenues of approximately $2.0 billion. 
operating income of approximately $714 million and net income of approximately $486 million. 

We intend (0 apply to have our common stock listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker 
symbol 

We invite you LO learn more annul Encxus Energy by reviewing the enclosed information statement. 
We urge you to read the information statement carefully. We look forward to our future and to your support as 
a holder of Enc xus Energy common stock. 

Sincerely, 

Richard J. Smith 
Chief Executive Officer 



Preliminary Information Statement
 

(Subject to Completion, Dated May 12, 2008)
 

enexus
 
Information Statement 

Distribution 

hy 

ENTERGY CORPORATION 

to Entergy Corporation Shareholders of 

Common Stock of 

ENEXUS ENERGY CORPORATION 

This informal ion statement is being furnished in connection with the distribution by Entergy Corpora
tion, a Delaware corporation (t'Entergy"), to its shareholders of all of the shares of common stock, par vulue 
$0.01 per share, of Enexus Energy Corporation, a Delaware corporation (t'Enexus Energy"). Currently we arc 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entergy that holds or will hold certain of the assets and liabilities associated 
with Entergy's non-utility nuclear business. To implement the distribution, Entcrgy will distribute all of the 
shares of our common stock on a pro rata basis [0 the holders of Entergy common stock as of 
200X, the record date for the distribution. Each of you, as a holder of Entergy common stock, will receive 

share(s) of Enexus Energy common stock for each share of Entergy common stock that you held at 
the close of business on the record date for tbe distribution. The distribution will be made on , 2008. 
Immediately after the distribution is completed, Enexus Energy will be a separate, publicly-traded company. 

No vote of Entergy shareholders is required in connection with this distribution. \\-'e are not 
asking you for a proxy, and you are requested not to send us a proxy. 

No consideration is to be paid by Entcrgy shareholders in connection with this distribution. 
Entergy shareholders will not be required to pay any consideration for the shares of our common stock they 
receive in the distribution. and they will not be required to surrender or exchange ... hares or their Entergy 
common stock or take any other action in connection with the distribution. The number of shares of Entergy 
common stock owned by you will not change as a result of the distribution. 

All of the outstanding shares of our common stock currently are owned by Entergy, Accordingly, 
there currently is no public trading market for our common stock. We intend to tile an application to list our 
common stork on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol . Assuming that our common 
stock is approved for listing on the New York Stock Exchange, we anticipate that a limited market, commonly 
known as a "when-issued" trading market, for our common stock will develop on or shortly before the record 
dale for the distribution and will continue up to and through the distribution date, and we anticipate that 
"regular-way" trading of our common stock will begin on the first trading day following the distribution date. 

In reviewing this information statement, you should carefully consider the matters described 
under the caption "Risk Factors" beginning on page 21 of this information statement. 

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor an}' state securities commission has 
approved or disapproved of any of the securities of Enexus Energy, or determined whether this 
information statement is truthful or complete. An}' represeutation to the contrary is a criminal offense. 

This information statement does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy any securities. 

The date of this information statement is ,2008. 

This information statement was first mailed to Entcrgy shareholders on or about ,2008. 
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The above picture is a photo montage of our six operating nuclear power plants, clockwise from the bottom of 
the picture: (1) Pilgrim Nuclear Station near Plymouth. Massachusetts; (2) James A. FitzPatrick in Oswego 
County. New York; (3) Palisades Power Plant in Covert, Michigan; (4) Indian Point Energy Center Units 2 and 
3 in Westchester County, New York; and (5) vermont Yankee in Vernon, Vermont. 
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TRADEMARKS, TRADE NAMES AND SERVICE MARKS 

Certain trademarks, trade names and logos or third parties may appear in this information statement. 
The display of such third parties' trademarks, trade names and logos is for informational purposes only, and is 
nor intended for marketing or promotional purposes or as an endorsement of their business or of any of their 
products or services. 

MARKET AND INDUSTRY DATA AND FORECASTS 

This information statement includes industry data and forecasts that we have prepared hased. in part, 
upon industry data and forecasts obtained from industry publications, surveys and publicly-available wcbsites. 
Third party industry publications and surveys and forecasts generally state that the information contained 
therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. The statements regarding, for example, our 
industry, industry trends and our industry position in this information statement arc based on information 
derived from market studies, research reports and publicly-available websitcs. 
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DEFINITIONS
 

Certain abbreviations or acronyms used in the text and notes are defined below:
 

A bbreviation or Acronym 

Average Price Realized per MWh 

BTU 
capacity factor 

CERCLA 

CO, 
Code 
DOE 
EITF 
Entergy 
EPA 
FASB 
FCA 
FCM 
FEMA 
FERC 
firm liquidated damages 

FitzPatrick 

forced outage rate 
FSP 
GW 
GWh hilled 
Indian Point ~ 

Indian Point 3 

Indian Point Encrgy Center 
installed capacity 

IRS 
ISO 
ISO-NE 

Joint Venture Agreements 

kW 
kWh 
LSE 
MISO 
MMBlu 
MW 
MWh 
NEfL 

Term 

As reported revenue per MWh billed for all non-utility nuclear 
operation 
British Thermal Unit 
Actual plant output divided by maximum potential plant output for 
the period 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act of 1980 
Carbon dioxide 
Internal Revenue Code 
United States Department of Energy 
Financial Accounting Standards Board's Emerging Issues Task Force 
Entergy Corporation and its direet and indirect subsidiaries 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Financial Accounting Standards Board 
Forward capacity auction 
Forward capacity market 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Transaction that requires receipt or delivery of energy at a specified 
delivery point (usually at a market hub not associated with a specific 
asset); if a party fails to deliver or receive energy, the defaulting party 
must compensate the other party as specified in the contract 
James A. FitzPatrick nuclear power plant, located in Oswego County, 
New York 
A measure of lost production due to unplanned unit outages 
FASB Staff Position 
Gigawatt 
Total number of GWh billed to all customers 
Indian Point Energy Center Unit 2 nuclear power plant, located in 
Westchester COUnty, New York 
Indian Point Energy Center Unit 3 nuclear power plant, located in 
Westchester County, New York 
Indian Point Energy Center Unit 2 and Unit 3 
The optimal output, measured in MW, or a nuclcur power plant when 
the plant is operating at its design conditions 
Internul Revenue Service 
Independent System Operator 
ISO New England, the market into which Vermont Yankee and 
Pilgrim sell power 
Refers to both [he Formation Agreement and the Limited Liability 
Company Agreement of EquaGen LLC 
Kilowatt 
Kilowatt-hourf s) 
Load serving entity 
Midwest ISO, the market into which Palisades sells power 
One million British Thermal Units 
Mcgawaufs), which equals one thousand kilowatus] 
Mcgawau-hourfxl 
Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited 



NERC 

net MW in operation 
net revenue 
New York Rest of State 

NO, 
NPDES 
NRC 
NYDEC 
NYISO 

NYPA 
NYPSC 
Operating Agreements 

Palisades 
peak load 

Pilgrim 

PPA 
PRP 

PUHCA Z005 

Refueling outage duration 
ROO! 
SEC 
SFAS 

Shared Services Agreements 

SO, 
TWh 
unforced capacity 

unit-contingent 

unit-contingent with guarantee 
or availability 

VANR 
Vermont Yankee 

North American Electric Reliability Corporation, a self-regulatory 
organization, overseen by the FERC, that was formed in 1968 by the 
electric utility industry to promote the reliability and adequacy of 
bulk power supply 
Installed capacity owned and operated 
Operating revenues less fuel and fuel-related expenses 
The regions, other than New York City, that arc administered by the 
NYISO 
Mono-nitrogen oxides (NO and N02) 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
New York ISO, the market into which Indian Point 2, Indian Point 3 
and FitzPatrick sell power 
New York Power Authority 
New York State Public Service Commission 
Refers collectively to each operating agreement between each wholly
owned subsidiary that owns our nuclear power plants and Entcrgy 
Nuclear Operations, Inc. La be entered into in connection with the 
separation 
Palisades power plant, located in Covert, Michigan 
The amount of power required to supply customers at times when the 
need is greatest 
Pilgrim Nuelear Station nuclear power plant, located ncar Plymouth, 
Massachusetts 
Purchased power agreement 
Potentially responsible party (a person or entity that may be 
responsible for remediation of environmental contamination) 
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 2005, which repealed the 
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 
Number of days lest for scheduled refueling outage during the period 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards as promulgated by the 
FASB 
Refers collectively to the services agreements between EquaGen LLC 
and certain subsidiaries of Enlergy 10 be entered into in connection 
with the separation 
Sulfur dioxide 
Tcrawatt-hourt s). which equals one billion kilowatt-hours 
Unforced capacity is the percentage of installed capacity available 
after a unit's forced outage rate is calculated 
Transaction under which power is supplied from a specific generation 
asset; if the asset is unavailable, the seller is nor .iablc to the buyer 
for any damages 
Provides for payment to the power purchaser of contract damages, if 
incurred, in the event the seller fails to deliver power as a result of 
the failure or the specified generation unit to generate power at or 
above a specified availability threshold 
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources 
Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant. located in Vernon, Vermont 
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SUMMARY 

This summary highlights selected information from this information statement relating to our company, 
our separation from Entergy and the distribution of our common stock by Entcrgv to its shareholders. For a 
more complete understanding oj our business and the separation and distribution, you should carefully read 

.. " . I
1he entire mjormatton statement. 

Except as otherwise indicated or unless the context otherwise requires, the information included in 'his 
information statement ilHume.\' the completion oj all the transactions referred to in this in/ormation statement 
in connection with the separation and distribution. Except as otherwise indicated or unless the context 
otherwise requires, "Enexus Energy," "we," "ns," "our" and "our company" refer to Enrsus Energy 
Corporation and irs consolidated subsidiaries, including EquaGen LLC; "Eouatlen" refers /0 EoutrGen LLC 
and its consolidated subsidiaries, a joint venture with equal ownership between us and Entergy; "our 
business" refers to our business as will be conducted by Enexus Energy; and "Enterg....' Nuclear Operations" 
refers to Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. which, after the separation will change its /lame to Equa/Ien 
Nuclear LLC and will become a subsidiary of EquaGen LLC Unless otherwise indicated. information is 
presented as (i AJa..... /2. 2008. 

Our Company 

We own six operating nuclear power plants, five of which are located in the Northeast United States, 
with the sixth located in Michigan. Our nuclear power plants have nearly 5,000 MW of electric generation 
capacity and we are primarily focused on selling the power produced by those plants to wholesale customers. 
Our strategy is focused on providing safe and reliable electric power to our customers, while taking advantage 
of market trends and strategic investments that arc consistent with our core values and value enhancing for our 
shareholders. We are the only publicly-traded, virtually emissions-free, nuclear generating company ill [he 
United Stales and it is our belief that nuclear power is an important purt of solving the problem!'> of global 
climate change and energy independence, 

The Northeast United States is a region that is experiencing a combination of high natural ga~ prices 
and constraints on the growth of supply, a dynamic that we believe has contributed to power prices that are 
among the highest in the country, Due to these factors, as well as potential carbon dioxide legislation, we 
expect power prices in the Northeast to remain high over the next several years, providing us the opportunity 
to realize growth in our revenues and operating income, 

We will operate and maintain our nuclear power plants through EquaGen, in which we hold a 50% 
ownership interest. Bntcrgy Nuclear Operations, which will become a subsidiary of EquaGen immediately 
prior to the separation, will be responsible for (i) operating and making capital improvements to each nuclear 
power plant. and (ii) complying with permits and approvals, applicable laws and regulations. the applicable 
NRC operating license and the budgets approved by us for each plant all in accordance with the Operating 
Agreement for each plant. We also offer, or expect to offer, operations, management and decommissioning 
services to nuclear power plants owned by other third-parties in the United States. Through Equarjen. we 
believe we have a strong track record of maintaining, improving and safely operating nuclear power plants, 
Additionally, we believe we will be a leader in every aspect of the nuclear life cycle, ineluding operations, 
license renewals. decommissioning estimates, aequisitions and dry fuel lnstullauons. 

For the year ended December 31,2007, we generated operating revenues of approximately $2,0 billion, 
operating income of approximately $714 million and net income of approximately $486 million. 

Our headquarters are located at , Jackson, Mississippi and our general telephone number is 
We maintain an Internet site at http://www.enexusenergy.com. Our website and the information 

contained on that site, or connected to that site, are not incorporated by reference into this information 
statement. 
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Our Strengths 

We believe that we are well positioned to execute our business successfully because of the following 
competitive strengths: 

We have a strong Track record of safety and security, and a reputation as a strong Ill/clear operator 
with fleet capability factors in the top quartile of the industry. We have achieved positive results in 
periodic evaluations of the safety and security at our nuclear power plants, and we have a proven 
track record as a strong nuclear operator with repeated success in acquiring undcrperforming assets 
and materially improving key efficiency factors and performance. 

Our nuclear power plants an' located in robust power markets. Our Northeast nuclear power plants 
arc located primarily in the New York and New England power markets, and sell power into the 
West and Hudson Valley regions of the NYISO and the Massachusetts and Vermont regions of the 
ISO-NE. These regions had among the highest average power prices in the United Stales during 
2007. We believe that the New York and New England power markets arc experiencing a 
eombination of a supply/demand imbalance, high natural gas prices and robust capacity markets, 
which arc factors that we believe will benefit us. 

We believe we are well positioned to benefit from carbon dioxide regulation. The core generating 
functions of our nuclear-fueled power plants do not emit carbon dioxide. By contrast, we expect 
other non-nuclear power plants that typically set the price of power in the markets in which we 
operate will be required to incur costs to comply with expected carbon dioxide regulation because 
those power plants emit carbon dioxide. Because those increased costs are expected La result in 
higher power prices in our markers, we expect to generate increased net revenue as a result. 

We expect to generate additional cash [low growth as long-term contr(J(:/S 'with below-market prices 
expire and power is sold at higher market prices or we renegotiate contracts at higher prevailing 
market rates. The majority of the existing long-term contracts on our five Northeast power plants 
expire by the end of 2012. Most of those existing contracts have contract prices that are lower than 

currently prevailing market prices. As our existing contracts expire, we expect [0 benefit from the 
expected increase in power prices in the New York and New England markets. 

Relative to generators that utilize fossil fuels, an environment of potentially rising fuel cost is 
expected to have a smaller adverse {fIeo UI/ our net revenue_ Because our fuel costs as a percentage 
of our total revenues are much less compared to generators who utilize fossil fuels, a rising fuel 
cost environment will have a smaller cffeet on our net revenue (operating revenues less fuel and 
fuel-related expenses). 

We expect EquaGen to provide us with operational diversity and growth opportunities. We have a 
strong track record as a nuclear operating company and believe we will he a leader in every aspect 
of the nuclear life cycle. including operations, license renewal, decommissioning estimates and 
acquisitions. In addition to operating our nuclear power plants, we also expect to offer nuclear 
services, including decommissioning, plant reliccnsing and plant operations. (0 third parties. As a 
diversified and experienced nuclear operator, we expect to be well positioned to grow our operating 
business by being able to offer sophisticated nuclear operating expertise, as weJl as ancillary nuclear 
services, to third parties. 

We have a strong und experienced management team. We will be led by a strong management team 
consisting of leaders in the power industry with extensive nuclear industry expertise and established 
track records of success. 

We do not expect a need to add funds to the decommissioning trusts for our plants to meet current 
NRC requirements. We believe that the dcccrrrnissioning funds for our nuclear generating stations 
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and the expected earnings on those funds are sufficient lO meet current NRC requirements. 
Consequently, we do not expect a need in the future to contribute additional funds to the 
decommissioning trusts associated with our plants. 

Our Strategy 

Our strategy is guided by a set of core values that informs all of our decisions. 

Wt' are committed to safe, secure, reliable nuclear operations. Providing safe, secure, reliable 
nuclear power is our top priority. Our highly skilled work force has a proven track record of safely 
operating nuclear power plants. 

Our primary focus 'will be 011 nuclear power. v.,"e believe that nuclear pov,'cr is an important part of 
SOlving the problems of global climate change and energy independence. To that end, we will look 
for ways to make disciplined strategic investments in nuclear power in the future. 

Our decision-making process will be guided by our point of view. Power and commodity markets 
are key drivers of our business. Due to the dynamic nature of these markets, our decision-making 
process will be guided by our short- and long-term view on the direction of powcr and commodity 
markets. We believe that this point of view approach to decision-making will provide us with the 
flexibility 10 capitalize on opportunities in an evolving marketplace and will guide a wide range of 
strategic decisions in a fluid, real-time manner, including: 

Hedging contracts. We do not have a pre-determined target hedge level for our nuclear generation 
portfolio. The size and duration of our power hedging contracts, especially as our existing 
hedging contracts begin to expire, will, to a large extent, be determined by our point of view on 
future market power prices and how they compare to the price and terms offered by hedge 
counterparties at a particular time. 

Capital investment. We remain open to pursuing diversity in our asset base. Our point of view on 
power and commodity markets at a particular time will help us evaluate the economic suitability 
of specific fuels, technologies, geographic regions and dispatch types. We expect thai every 
opportunity, including greenfield development and asset acquisitions, will be evaluated utilizing 
this point of view approach to decision-making. 

We believe that a creative and skilled work force is a critical element of our performance. We seck 
[0 attract, train and retain best-in-class leaders in the power industry who are creative and dedicated 
to our core values. 

We are committed to operating our company in a financially responsible mWUll'r, We aim to 
maintain sufficient financial liquidity and an appropriate capital structure and credit rating (0 

support safe, secure and reliable operations even in volatile market environments. We expect to 
return cash flows that arc greater than needed for investment to shareholders in a timely manner. 
Wc anticipate that our primary manner of returning capital to shareholders will be through share 
repurchase programs. 

We are committed to operating our company il/. a socially responsible manne/: We are dedicated 
members or the communities in which we live and have a history of giving back to those 
communities. We are dedicated to considering environmental effects in all of our investment 
decisions and continuing our strong tradition of community involvement. 

Summary of Risk Factors 

An investment in our common stock involves risks associated with our business. regulatory and legal 
matters. The following list of risk factors is not exhaustive. Please read carefully the risks relating to these and 
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other matters described under "Risk Factors" beginning on page 21 and "Forward-Looking Statements" 
bcginning on page 37. 

Risks Relating to our Business 

Ownership and operation of nuclear power plants create business, regulatory, financial and waste 
disposal risks that may have a material adverse effect on our business. 

The nuclear power plants we own will be exposed to price risk to the extent they must compete for 
the sale of energy and capacity, and this may harm our profitability. 

We face exposure to changes in commodity prices, which can affect the value of assets and 
operating costs and which may not be adequately hedged against adverse changes. 

\Ve are dependent on EquaGen for the operation of our nuelear power plants. V..'e will not be able to 
easily replace this service provider, or the expertise of its employees, for the operation of our 
nuclear power plants, and, if our long-term operating contracts arc breached or otherwise 
terminated, we may be materially adversely affected. 

New or existing safety concerns regarding operating nuclear power plants and nuclear fuel could 
lead to restrictions upon the operations at our nuclear power plants. 

We may incur substantial costs to fulfill obligations related to environmental and other matters. 

Risks Relating to the Separation 

We may be unable to achieve some or all of the benefits that we expect to achieve from our 
separation from Entcrgy. 

We are being separated from Entergy, our parent company, and, therefore, we have no operating 
history as a separate, publicly-traded company. 

Vv'e may be unable to make. on a timely basis, the changes necessary to operate as a separate, 
publicly-traded company, and we may experience increased costs after the separation or as a result 
of the separation. 

Our agreements with Entergy or EquaGen and their other businesses may not reflect terms that 
would have resulted from arm's-length negotiations among unaffiliated third panics. 

We will be responsible for certain contingent and other corporate liabilities related to [he existing 
non-utility nuclear business of Entergy. 

Following the spin-off we will have substantial indebtedness, which could negatively affect our 
financing options and liquidity position. 

Risks Relating to our Common Stock 

There is no existing market for our common stock, and a trading market [hat will provide you with 
adequate liquidity may not develop for our common stock. In addition, once our common stock 
begins trading, the market price of our shares may fluctuate widely. 

Substantial sates of common stock may occur in connection with this distribution, which could 
cause our stock price to decline. 

Provisions in our certificate of incorporation, our by-laws. Delaware law and certain agreements we 
will enter into as part of tbc separation may prevent or delay an acquisition of our company. which 
could decrease the trading price of our common stock. 
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The Separation 

On November 3, 2007, the board of directors of Entergy unanimously authorized management of 
Entergy to pursue a plan to separate its non-utility nuclear business from the rest of Entergy, which we refer to 
as "the separation" in this information statement. The separation will occur through a distribution to Entergys 
shareholders of all of the shares of common stock of Encxus Energy, which will hold the assets and liabilities 
of the non-utility nuclear business of Entcrgy. Following the distribution, Entergy shareholders will own 100% 
of the shares of our common stock. Immediately prior to the separation, we will also enter into a nuclear 
services joint venture with Entergy, with equal percentage ownership. 

The Entergy board of directors believes that the separation will increase the value of Entergy'x non
utility nuclear business in both the short- and long-term. which value the Entcrgy board of directors does not 
believe has been fully recognized by the investment community. Entergy believes that the separation of the 
non-utility nuclear business will improve both companies' strategic, operational and financial flexibility. 
Although there can be no assurance, Entergy believes that, over time, the common stock of both Entergy and 
our company should have a greater aggregate market value, assuming the same market conditions, than 
Entergy has in its current configuration. 

Before our separation from Entergy, we will enter into the Separation and Distribution Agreement, the 
Joint Venture Agreements and several other agreements with Enrcrgy or EquaGen to effect the separation and 
provide a framework for our relationships with Entergy, Entergy's other businesses and EquaGen after the 
separation. These agreements will govern the relationships among us, EquaGcn, Entcrgy and Enicrgy's other 
businesses subsequent to the completion of the separation and provide for the allocation among us, EquaGen, 
Entergy and Enrcrgy's other businesses, of the assets, liabilities and obligations (including employee benefits 
and tax-related assets and liabilities) relating to the non-utility nuclear business attributable to periods prior to, 
at and after our separation from Entergy. For more information on the Separation and Distribution Agreement 
and related agreements, see the section entirlcd "Certain Relationships and Related Party Transactions," 

We currently expect thal in connection with the separation, we will incur up to $4.5 billion of debt in 
the form of publicly or privately issued debt securities. We expect [Q transfer to Entcrgy tip to approximately 
$4.0 billion in the form of either eash proceeds from tbc issuance of debt securities or a portion of such debt 
securities, or both, in partial consideration for Entergy's transfer to us of the non-utility nuclear business. 
Entcrgy has informed us that it expects 10 usc our debt securities it has received to reduce or retire Entergy 
debt by exchanging our debt with certain holders of Entergy Corporation debt. \Vc will not receive any 
proceeds from the portion of our debt securities that arc transferred to Bntcrgy. The amount to be paid to 
Entergy, the amount and term of the debt we will incur, and the type of debt and entity that will incur the debt 
have not been finally determined, but will be determined prior to the separation. A number of factors could 
affect this final determination, and the amount of debt ultimately incurred could be different from the amount 
disclosed in this information statement. Additionally, we intend to enter into one or more credit facilities or 
other financing arrangements meant to support our working capital and general corporate needs and collateral 
obligations arising from hedging and normal course of business requirements. For more information on our 
planned financing arrangements, please see the sections entitled "Unaudited Pro Forma Financial Information 
of Encxus Energy," "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial 
Condition" and "Description of Material Indebtedness.' 

EquaGen 

Tn connection with the separation, Entergy Nuclear, Inc., currently a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Enrcrgy, will become a limited liability company and change its name to EquaGcn LLC. We and Entergy will 
each own a 50% interest in EquaGen immediately prior to completion of the distribution of our common 
stock. EquaGen is expected to operate the nuclear assets owned by us, and to provide certain services to the 
regulated nuclear utility operations of Entergy and to third parties. EquaGen will allow certain nuclear 
operations expertise currently in place at each of Entergy's nuclear power planrs to be accessible by both us 
and Entergy after the separation. 
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Upon completion of the transactions contemplated by the Joint Venture Agreements, EquaGen will 
own: 

Entcrgy Nuclear Operations, currently a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entcrgy and the current NRC
licensed operator of our nuclear power plants. Entergy Nuclear Operations will remain the operator 
of our nuclear powcr plants after the separation and is expected to change its name to EquaGcn 
Nuclear LLC; and 

TLG Services, Inc., currently a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entergy (hat provides decommissioning 
and other consulting services to Entergy and to other companies in the nuclear industry. TLG 
Services, Inc. is expected to change its name to TLG Services. LLC. 

The Internal Reorganization Prior to the Distribution 

To accomplish the separation and related transactions, on the terms and subject to the conditions of the 
Separation and Distribution Agreement, the loint Venture Agreements and the other agreements we will enter 
into, we and Entergy will engage in a number of transactions, including: 

Internal business transfers. Entergy will reorganize its corporate structure by means of transfers or 
equity interests of certain of its subsidiaries so that we hold all of the assets of the non-utility nuclear 
business and certain assets in the non-utility nuclear services business, and EquaGen holds primarily 
the non-utility nuclear services business. 

EquaGen. We and Entcrgy will each own a 50% membership interest in EquaGen. 

Debt financing. We currently expect that in connection with the separation, we will incur up to 
$4.5 billion of debt in the form of publicly or privately issued debt securities and enter into one or 
more credit facilities or other financing arrangements. 

Repayment (~l intercompany debt, transfer to Entergy. We expect to transfer to Entergy up to 
approximately $4.0 billion in the form of either cash proceeds from the issuance of debt securities or 
a portion of such debt securities, or both. in partial consideration for Entcrgy's transfer to us of the 
non-utility nuclear business. 

Reasons for the Separation 

The Entergy board of directors regularly reviews Eruergy's various businesses ro ensure that Entcrgy's 
resources arc being put to usc in a manner that is in the best interests of Entergy and its shareholders. Entergy 
believes that the separation of the non-utility nuclear business is the best way to unlock the full value of 
Entergy's businesses in both the short- and long-term and provides each of Entergy and us with certain 
opportunities and benefits that would not otherwise be available to Entergy and us. The following arc the 
factors that the Entcrgy board of directors considered in approving the separation: 

Enables equity investors to invest directly in our business; 

Optimizes capital structure; 

Isolates the commodity and otber risks of the non-utility nuclear business from the regulated utility 
business; 

Creates more effective management incentives; and 

Allows us and Entcrgy to focus on opportunities for each company. including M&A opportunities, 

Neither we nor Emergy can assure you that, following the separation, any or these benefits will be 
realized to the cxtent anticipated or at all. For more information regarding the reasons for the separation, 
please sec "The Separation-Reasons for the Separation." 
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Question." and Answers about Enexus Energy and the Separation 

Why am I receiving this document? 

How will the separation of Enexus 
Energy work? 

Why is the separation of Enexus 
Energy structured as a distribution? 

Wiletl will the distribution occur? 

What do shareholders need to do to 
participate in the distribution? 

Entergy is delivering this document to you because Enrergy's 
records show that you were a holder of Entergy common stock on 
the record date for the distribution of our shares of common stock. 
As such, you are entitled to receive share(s) of our com
mon stock for each share of Entergy common stock that you held all 

the record date at p.m, Eastern Time, No action is required for you 
to participate in the distribution. The distribution will take place on 

,2008. 

The separation will be accomplished through a series of transactions 
in which the equity interests of the entities that hold all of the assets 
and liabilities of Entergy's non-utility nuclear business will be trans
ferred to us and our common stock will be distributed by Entergy to 
its shareholders on a pro rata basis as a dividend. 

In addition, immediately prior to the separation, we will enter into <l 

joint venture with equal ownership, referred to as EquaGen, with 
Entergy. EquaGen will operate and provide services to our six oper
ating nuclear power plants, and also is anticipated to provide certain 
services 10 Entergy's regulated nuclear uriliry operations. 

Entergy believes that a tax-free distribution of shares of our common 
stock to the Entergy shareholders is a tax-efficient way to separate 
its non-utility nuclear business from the rest of its business in a 
manner that wil1 create long-term value for Entergy shareholders. 

We expect that Entergy will distribute our shares of common stock 
on , 2008 to holders of reeord of Entcrgy common stock on 

, 2008, the record date. 

Nothing, bur we urge you to read this entire information statement 
carefully. Shareholders who hold Enrergy common stock as or the 
record date will not be required [0 take any action to receive our 
common stock in the distribution. No shareholder approval of the 
distribution is required or sought. We are not asking you for a proxy, 
and you arc requested not to send us a proxy. You wil1 not be 
required to make any payment or to surrender or exchange your 
shares or Emcrgy common slack or take any other action to receive 
your shares of our common stock. 

If you own Entergy (ammon stock as of the close of business on the 
record date, Entergy, with the assistance of BNY Mellon Shareowner 
Services, the distribution agent, will electronically issue shares of 
our common stock to you or to your brokerage [irrn on your behalf 
by way of direct registration In book-entry form. BNY Mellon Shar
eowner Services will mail you a book-entry account statement that 
reflects your shares of our common stock, or your bank or brokerage 
finn will credit your account for the shares. 

Following the distribution, shareholders whose shares arc held in 
book-entry form [:lay request that their share ... of our common stock 
held in book-entry lorm be transferred to a brokerage or other 
account at any ti.ne. without charge. 
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Will I receive physical certificates 
representing shares of Enexus Energy 
common stock [allowing the 
separation? 

What if I hold shares of Entergy 
common stock in Entergy's Share 
Purchase and Dividend Reinvestment 
Plan? 

Can Entergy decide to cancel the 
distribution of the commo" stock even 
if all the conditions have been met? 

Does Enexus Energy plan to pay 
regular dividends? 

Will Enexus Energy incur any debt in 
the separation? 

No. Following the separation, neither Entergy nor we will be issuing 
physical certificates representing shares of Enexus Energy common 
srock. Instead, Entergy, with the assistance of BNY Mellon Share
owncr Services. the distribution agent. will electronically issue shares 
of our eonunon stock to you or to your bank or brokerage firm on 
your behalf by way of direct registration in book-entry form. BNY 
Mellon Shareowner Services will mail you a book-entry account state
ment that rellects your shares of our common stock, or your bank or 
brokerage firm will credit your account for the shares. A benefit of 
issuing stock electronically in book-entry form is that there will be 
none of the physical handling and safekeeping responsibilities that are 
inherent in owning physical stock certificates. 

1f you hold shares of Entergy common stock in Emcrgy's share pur
chase and dividend reinvestment plan, the shares of our common 
stock you will receive in the distribution will be distributed to your 
account for Entergy's share purchase and dividend reinvestment 
plan. If you do not want to hold our stock in your account for Enter
gy's share purchase and dividend reinvestment plan, instructions will 
be provided to you on how to transfer such shares to a different 
account. 

Yes. The distribution is subject to the satisfaction or waiver of cer
tain conditions, including receipt of certain regulatory approvals. Sec 
the section entitled "The Separation-Conditions to the Distribu
tion." Until the distribution date, Entergy has the right to terminate 
the distribution. even if all of the conditions arc satisfied, if at any 
time Enrcrgy's board of directors determines that the distribution is 
not in the best interests of Entergy and its shareholders or that mar
ket conditions arc such that it is not advisable to separate the non
utility nuclear business from Entergy and its other businesses. 

No. Currently, we do not anticipate paying a regular dividend. The 
declaration and payment of dividends by us in the future will be 
subject to the sole discretion of our board or directors and will 
depend upon many factors, including our financial condition, earn
ings, capital requirements of our operating subsidiaries, covenants 
associated with certain of our debt obligations, legal requirements, 
regulatory constraints and other factors deemed relevant by our 
board of directors. 

Yes. We currently expect that in connection with the separation, we will 
incur up to $4.5 billion of debt in the form of publicly or privately 
issued debt securities. We expect to transfer to Entergy up to approxi
mately $4.0 billion in the form of either cash proceeds from the issu
ance of debt sceurities or a portion of such debt securities. or both, in 
partial eonsidcration for Entergy's transfer to us of the non-utility 
nuclear business. Enlergy has informed us that it expects to use our 
debt securities it has received to reduce or retire Entergy debt by 
exchanging our debt with certain holders of Entergy Corporation debt. 
We will not receive any proceeds from the portion of our debt securi
ties that are transferred to Enlergy. The amount to be paid to Entergy, 
the amount and term of the debt we will incur, and the type of debt 
and entity that will incur the debt have not been finally determined, but 
will be determined prior to the separation. A number of factors could 
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affect this final determination, and the amount of debt ultimately 
incurred could be different from the amount disclosed in this informa
tion statement. Additionally, we intend to enter into one or more credit 
facilities or other financing arrangements meant to support our working 
capital and general corporate needs and collateral obligations arising 
from hedging and normal course of business requirements. 

What will the separation cost?	 Entcrgy expects to incur pre-tax separation costs of approximately 
$ million, of which approximately $ will be allocated to 
us. Over the 12 months following our separation, the portion of 
these pre-tax eosts expected to be recorded in our financial state
ments is approximately $ to $ million. 

What are the U.S. federal income tax	 The distribution is conditioned upon Entergy's receipt of a private 
consequences of the distribution to Icrtcr ruling from the IRS and the opinion of Entergy's tux counsel, 
Entergy shareholders? Cooley Godward Kronish LLP, in each case to the effect that the 

distribution. together with certain related transactions, will qualify as 
a tax-free distribution for U.S. federal income tax purpo....es under 
Sections 355 and 368(a)(l)(D) of the Code. Assuming the distribu
tion so qualifies, for U.S. federal income tax purposes, 110 gain or 
loss will be recognized by you, and no amount will be included in 
your income, upon the receipt of shares of our common stock pursu
ant to the distribution. You will generally recognize gain or loss with 
respect to cash received in lieu of a fractional share of our commou 
stock. Please see the section entitled "The Separation-Material 
U.s. Federal Income Tax Consequences of the Distribution." 

What will Enexus Energy's relationship	 Before the separation of Enexus Energy from Entcrgy, we will enter 
be with Entergy following the into the Separation and Distribution Agreement, the Joint Venture 
separation? Agreements and several other agreements with Entergy or EquaGen 

to effect the separation and provide a framework for our relation
ships with Entergy, Entergy's other businesses, and EquaGen after 
the separation. These agreements will govern the relationship among 
us, EquaGen. Entergy, and Entergy's other businesses subsequent to 
the completion of the separation, and provide for the allocation 
among us, EquaGen, Entergy and Ernergy's other businesses, of the 
assets, liabilities and obligations (including employee benefits and 
tax-related assets and liabilities) relating to the non-utility nuclear 
business attributable [Q periods prior to, at and after our separation 
from Entcrgy. We cannot assure you [hat these agreements will be 
on terms as favorable to us as agreements with unaffiliated third par
lie.... might be. For additional information regarding the separation 
agreements please see [he sections entitled "Risk Factors" and "Cer
tain Relationships and Related Party Transactions," included else
where in this information statement. 

What if I want to sell my Entergy	 You should consult with your financial advisors, such a... your stock
common stock or my Enexus Energy	 broker, bank or tax advisor. Neither Entergy nor Encxus Energy 
common stock?	 makes any recommendations on the purchase, retention or sale of 

shares of Entergy common stock or the Enexus Energy common 
stock to be distributed. 

What is "regular-way" and "exBeginning on or shortly before the record date and continuing up to 
distribution" trading? and through the distribution date, we expect that there will be two 

market... in Entergy common stock: a "regular-way" market and an 
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"ex-distribution" market. Shares of Entergy common stock that trade 
on the "regular-way" market will trade with an entitlement to shares 
of our common stock distributed pursuant to the distribution. Shares 
that trade on the "ex-distribution" market will trade without an enti
tlement to shares of our common stock distributed pursuanr to the 
distribution. On the first trading day following the distribution date, 
all shares of Entergy will trade "ex-distribution." 

If you decide to sell any shares before the distribution. you should 
make sure your stockbroker, bank Or other nominee understands 
whether you want to sell your Entcrgy common stock or your enti
tlement to Enexus Energy common stock	 or both pursuant to the 
distribution. 

How will 1 determine the tax basis	 Shortly after the distribution is completed, Entergy will provide U.S, 
1 will have in the Enexus Energy taxpayers with information [0 enable them to compute their t;JX bases 
shares 1 receive in the distribution? in both Entergy and Enexus Energy shares and other information they 

will need to report their receipt of Enexus Energy common stock on 
their 2008 federal income tax returns as a lax-free transaction. Gener
ally, your aggregate basis in the stock you hold in Entergy and shares 
of our stock received in the distribution (including any fractional inter
ests to which you would be entitled) will equal the aggregate basis of 
Entergy common stock held by you immediately before the distribu
tion, allocated between your Entergy common stock and Encxus 
Energy common stock you receive in the distribution in proportion to 
the relative fair market value of each on the date of the distribution. 

You should consult your tax advisor about the particular conse
quences of the distribution to you, including the application of stale, 
local and foreign Lax Jaws. 

Where will 1 be able to trade shares of	 There is not currently :.J public market for our common stock. Wc 
Enexus Energy common stock?	 intend to apply to list our common stock on the New York Stock 

Exchange under the ticker symbol . We anticipate that trading in 
share:'. of our common stock will begin on a "when-issued" basis on 
or shortly before the record date and will continue up to and through 
the distribution date and that "regular-way" trading in shares of our 
common stock will begin on the first trading day following the distri
bution date. If trading begins on a "when-issued" basis, you may pur
chase or sell our common stock up [Q and through the distribution 
date, but your transaction will not scnlc until after the distribution 
date. We cannot predict the trading prices for our common stock 
before, on or after the distribution dale. 

It'flal will happen to the listing of Nothing. Entergy common stock will continue [Q be traded on the 
Entergy common stock? New York Stock Exchange and the Chicago Stock Exchange under 

the symbol "ETR" following the distribution. 

WiU the number of Entergy shares l own No. The number of shares of Entergy common stock you own will 
change as a result of the distribution? not change as a result of the distribution. 

Will the distribution affect the market	 Yes. As a result of the distribution, we expect the trading price of 
price of my Entergy shares?	 shares of Entergy common stock immediately following the distribu

tion to be lower than the trading price immediately prior to the dis
tribution because the trading price will no longer reflect the value of 
the non-utility nuclear business. We and Entergy anticipate that until 
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the market has fully analyzed the value of Entergy without the non
utility nuclear business, the market priee of a share of Entcrgy eom
mon stock may fluctuate significantly. In addition, allhough we have 
been advised that Entergy believes that, over time following the dis
tribution, the common stock of Entergy and Enexus Energy should 
have a higher aggregate market value, assuming the same market 
conditions that exist as of the date of this information statement, 
than if Entergy were to remain under its current configuration, there 
can be no assurance of that, and thus the combined trading prices of 
a share of Entergy common stock and Bncxus Energy common stock 
after the distribution may be equal to, greater than or less than the 
trading price of a share of Entergy common stock before the 
distribution. 

Are there risks to owning Enexus Yes. Our business is subject to both general and specific risks relat
Energy common stock? ing to our business, our capital structure, the industry in which we 

operate, our relationships with Entcrgy and with EquaGen and our 
status as a separate publicly-traded company. Our business is also 
subject to risks relating to the separation. These risks are described 
in the "Risk Factors" section of this information statement beginning 
on page 21. We encourage you to read that section and the other 
information in this information statement carefully. 

Where can J obtain more information?	 Before the separation. if you have any questions relating to the sepa
ration or Entergy common stock, you should contact: 

Entergy Corporation 
Investor Relations 
639 Loyola Ave 
New Orleans, LA 70113 

Tel.: 504-576-4000 
Toll-free: 1-800-ENTERGY 
Fax: 504-576-2879 
www.entergy.com 

After the separation, to take place on ,2008, if you have 
any questions relating to the separation or our common stock, you 
should contact: 

Enexus Energy Corporation 
Investor Relations 

Jackson, MS 

Tel.: 
Toll-free: 
Fax: 
www.cnexusenergy.com 
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Terms of the Separation
 

The following is a summary of the material terms of the separation, distribution and other related
 
transactions. 

Distributing company Entergy Corporation. After the distribution, Entergy will not own 
any shares of our common stock. 

Distributed company Enexus Energy, a Delaware corporation and a wholly-owned subsid
iary of Entergy that holds or will hold the assets and liabilities of 
Entergy's non-utility nuclear business. After the distribution, Encxus 
Energy will be a separate, publicly-traded company. 

Distribution ratio Each holder of Entergy common stock will receive share(s) 
of our common stock for each share of Entergy common stock held 
on the record date, , 2008. Cash will generally be distrib
uted in lieu of fractional shares. as described below. 

Distributed securities All of the shares of Enexus Energy common stock owned by 
Entcrgy, which will be 100% of our common stock outstanding 
immediately prior to the distribution, will be distributed pro rata to 
Entergy's shareholders. Based on approximately shares of 
Entergy common stock outstanding on , 2008 and the dis
tribution ratio of sharc(s) of Encxus Energy common stock for 
each share of Entergy common stock, approximately shares 
of our common stock will be distributed to Entergy shareholders. 
The number of our shares that Entergy will distribute to its share
holders will bc reduced to the extent that cash payments arc to be 
made in lieu of the issuanec of fractional shares of our common 
stock. 

Fractional shares Entcrgy will not distribute any fractional shares of our common 
stock to its shareholders. Instead, BNY Mellon Shareowner Services, 
the distribution agent, will aggregate fractional shares into whole 
shares, sell the whole shares in the open market at prevailing market 
prices and distribute the aggregate net cash proceeds of the sales pro 
rata to each holder of Entergy common stock who otherwise would 
have been entitled to receive a fractional share in the distribution. 
Recipients of cash in lieu of fractional shares will not be entitled to 
any interest on the amounts of payment made in lieu of fractional 
shares. The receipt of cash in lieu of fractional shares generally will 
be taxable to the recipient shareholders as described in the section 
entitled "The Separation-Material U.S. Federal Income Tax Conse
qucnccs of the Distribution." 

Record date The record date for the distribution is the close of business on 
,2008. 

Distribution date Thc distribution will take place on .2008. 

Distribution On the distribution dale, Entergy, with the assistance of BNY 
Mellon Shareowner Services, the distribution agent, will electroni
cally issue shares of our common stock to you or to your bank or 
brokerage finn on your behalf by way of direct registration in 
book-entry form. You will not be required to make any payment, 
surrender or exchange your shares of Entergy common stock or take 
any other action to receive your shares of our common stock. 
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IF you sell shares of Entergy common stock in the "regular-way" 
market through the distribution date, you will be selling your right 
to receive shares of Enexus Energy common stock in the 
distriburion. 

Registered shareholders will receive additional information from the 
distribution agent shortly after the distribution date. Following the 
distribution, shareholders may request that their shares of Enexus 
Energy common stock held in book-entry form be transferred to a 
brokerage or other account at any time, without charge. Beneficial 
shareholders that hold shares through a brokerage finn will receive 
additional information from their brokerage firms shortly after the 
distribution date. 

Conditions to the distribution	 The distribution of our common stock is subject to the satisfaction 
or, if permissible under the Separation and Distribution Agreement, 
waiver by Entergy of the following conditions, among other condi
lions described in this information statement: 

the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, shall have 
declared effective our registration statement on Form 10. of 
which this information statement is a part. under the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934. as amended, or the EXChange Act, and no 
stop order relating to the registration statement shall be in effect: 

all permits, registrations and consents required under the securi
ties or blue sky laws of states or other political subdivisions of 
the United States or of other foreign jurisdictions in connection 
with the distribution shall have been received; 

all required federal and state regulatory approvals (including 
approvals by the NRC, FERC, New York State Public Service 
Commission and Vermont Public Service Board) in connection 
with the distribution and related transactions (including the inter
nal reorganizations by us and Entergy, the formation or EquaGen 
and debt financing transactions preceding the distribution) shall 
have been reeeived; 

the debt financing transactions shall have heen completed; 

Entergy shall have received a private letter ruling from the IRS 
substantially to the effect that the distribution, together with cer
tain related transactions, qualifies as a reorganization for U.S. 
federal income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)(1)(D) 
of the Code; 

Entergy shall have received a legal opinion of Entergy's tax 
counsel, Cooley Godward Kronish LLP, substantially to the effect 
that the distribution, together with certain related transactions. 
will qualify as a reorganization for U.S. federal income tax pur
poses under Sections 355 and 368(a)(1 )(D) or the Code; 

the listing of our common stock on the New York Stock 
Exchange shall have been approved, subject to official notice of 
issuance: and 
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Stock exchange listing 

Transfer agent 

Enexus Energy debt 

no order. injunction or decree issued by any eourt of competent 
jurisdiction or other legal restraint or prohibition preventing con
summation of the distribution or any of the transactions related 
thereto, including the debt financing, the transfers of assets and 
liabilities contemplated by the Separation and Distribution Agree
ment or the formation of EquaGcn, shall be in effect. 

The fulfillment of these conditions docs not create any obligation on 
Enrcrgy's part to effect the distribution, and the Entcrgy board of 
directors has reserved the right, in its sole discretion, \0 amend, 
modify or abandon the distribution and related transactions at any 
time prior to the distribution date. Enrergy has the right not (0 com
plete the distribution if. at any time. the Entergy board of directors 
determines. in its sole discretion. that the distribution is not in the 
best interests of Entergy or its shareholders or that market conditions 
arc such that it is not advisable to separate the non-utility nuclear 
business from Entergy. 

We intend to file an application to list our shares of common stock 
on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol . We 
anticipate that, on or prior to the reeorel date for the distribution, 
trading of shares of our common stock will begin on a "when
issued" basis and will continue up to and through the distribution 
date. For additional information. sec the section entitled "The Sepa
ration-Trading after the Record Date and before the Distribution 
Date." 

BNY Mellon Shareowner Services 

Tel.: 

We currently expect that in connection with the separation, we will 
incur up to $4.5 billion of debt in the, form of publicly or privately 
issued debt securities. We expect to transfer lO Entergy up to 
approximately $4.0 billion in the form of either cash proceeds from 
the issuance of debt securities or a portion or such debt securities, or 
both, in partial consideration for Bmcrgy's transfer to us of the non
utility nuclear business. Entergy has informed us that it expects to 
usc our debt securities it has received to reduce or retire Entcrgy 
debt by exchanging our debt with certain holders of Entergy Corpo
ration debt. We will not receive any proceeds from the portion of 
our debt securities that arc transferred to Entcrgy. The amount to be 
paid to Entcrgy, the amount and term of the drbt we will incur, and 
the type of debt and entity that will incur the «cht have not been 
finally determined, but will be determined prior to the separation. A 
number of factors could affect this final determination, and the 
amount of debt ultimately incurred could be different from the 
amount disclosed in this information statement. Additionally, we 
intend (0 enter into one or more credit facilities or other financing 
arrangements meant to support our working capital and general cor
porate needs and collateral obligations arising from hedging and nor
mal course of business requirements. 

For more information on our planned financing arrangements. please 
sec the sections entitled "Unaudited Pro Fortna Financial Informa
tion of Enex us Energy:' "Management's Discussion and Analysis of 
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Results of Operations and Financial Condition" and "Description of 
Material Indebtedness." 

Risks relating to ownership Our business is subject to both general and specific risks relating to 
of our common stock and the our business, our capital structure. the industry in which we operate, 
distribution our relationships with Entergy and EquaGen and our status as a sep

aratc, publicly-traded company. Our business is also subject to risks 
relating to the separation. You should read carefully the section enti
tled "Risk Factors" beginning on page 21 in this information state
ment, as well as the other information contained in this information 
statement. 

Tax consequences Assuming the distribution, together with certain related transactions, 
qualifies as a reorganization for U.S. federal income tax purposes 
under Sections 355 and 368(a)(I)(D) of the Code, no gain or loss 
will be recognized by a shareholder, and no amount will be included 
in the income of a shareholder, upon the reeeipt of shares or our 
common stock pursuant to the distribution. However, a shareholder 
will generally recognize gain or loss with respect to any cash 
received in lieu of a fractional share of our common stock as 
described in the section entitled "The Separation-s-Muterial U.S. 
Federal Income Tax Consequences of the Distribution." 

Certain agreements with Eutergy Before our separation from Entergy, we will enter into the Separa
tion and Distribution Agreement, the Joint Venture Agreements and 
several other agreements with Entcrgy or EquaGen to effect the sep
aration and distribution and provide a framework for our relationship 
with Entergy, Entergy's other businesses and EquaGen after the sep
aration. These agreements will govern the relationship among us, 
EquaGen, Entcrgy, and Entcrgy's other businesses subsequent to the 
completion of the separation and provide for the allocation among 
us, EquaGen, Entergy, and Entergy's other businesses of assets, lia
bilities and obligations (including employee benefit.. and tax-related 
assets and liabilities) relating to the non-utility nuclear business 
attributable to periods prior to, at and after our separation from 
Entergy. We cannot assure you that these agreements will be on 
terms as favorable LO us as agreements with unaffiliated third parties 
might be. For a discussion of these arrangements, sec the sections 
entitled "Risk Factors" and "Certain Relationships and Related Party 
Transactions." 
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Snmmary Historical and Unaudited Pro Forma Combined Financial Data 

The following table presents summary historical and pro forma financial datu. as well as other data. 
The Income statement datu and cash now statement data for each of the years in the three years ended 
December 3 J, 2007 and the balance sbeet data as of December 31, 2007 and December 31, 2006 have been 
derived from our audited Combined Financial Statements included elsewhere in this information statement. 
The historical financial data should be read in conjunction with our historical financial statements and 
"Management's Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition" and "Unaudited 
Pro Forma Financial Information of Enexus Energy" included elsewhere in this information statement. 

The unaudited pro forma financial data have been derived from our historical financial statements and 
adjusted to give effect to the separation and the related transactions. These adjustments arc described under 
"Unaudited Pro Forma Financial Information of Encxus Energy." Our historical and unaudited pro forma 
financial data arc not necessarily indicative of our future pcrforrnance or of what our financial position and 
results of operations would have been if we had operated as a separate, stand-alone entity during the periods 
shown. 

As of and for the Year Ended 
December 31, 

Pro Forma Historical 

2007 2007 2006 2005 

Income Statement Data: 

(in thousands, except For operating statistics} 

Operating Revenues 
Fuel and fuel-related expenses 
Other operation and maintenance expenses 
Other operating expenses 
Depreciation and amortization 
Decommissioning expense 

Operating Income 
Interest expense 
Other income 

Income Before Income Taxes 
Income taxes 

Net Income 

Balance Sheet Data: 

$2,029,666 
168,R60 
784,383 
184,435 
99,265 
78,607 

714,116 
417,634 

73,127 
369,609 

97,813 
271,796 

$2,029.666 
168,R60 
7R4,3R3 
184,435 
99,265 
78,607 

714,116 
118,172 
102,127 
698,071 
212,023 
4R6,04R 

$1,544,R73 $ \ ,421,547 
141,026 132,796 
651,950 613,468 
153,742 142,485 
71,755 58,540 
35,537 33,202 

490,863 441,056 
108,488 90,706 
82,734 65,336 

465,109 415,686 
188,318 160,328 
276,791 255,358 

Cash and cash equivalents $795,260 $428,859 $3R3,809 
Property, plant and equipment, ncr 3,362,99R 3,362,99R 2,250,R 17 
Total assets 7,439,000 7,018,119 5,352,054 
Loans payable - associated companies 1,256,627 86R,815 
Long-term debt, including current maturities 4,738,788 238,788 325,794 
Shareholders' equity (669,124) 2,302,583 1,939,828 

As of December 31, 2007, we had, on a pro forma basis, negative shareholders' equity of $669 million 
as a result of the separation transactions, primarily because we expect to receive net assets with a book value 
of $2.3 billion and plan to issue and transfer to Enrergy $),0 billion of debt securities. 
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Cash Flow Statement Data: 

Cash flows from operati ng activities 
Cash flows from investing activities 
Cash flows from financing activities 
Other Cash Flow Data: 
Construction/capital expenditures 
Nuclear fuel purchases 

Operating Statistics: 

Net MW in operation at December 31 
Average price realized per MWh 
GWh billed 
Capacity factor 
Refueling outage days 

EBITDA 

As of and for the Year Ended 
December 31, 

Pro Forma Historical 

2007 2007 2006 2005 

(in thousands, except for operating statistics) 

$837,784 $807,629 $560,702 
(883.396) (45U,219l (368,496) 

90.662 (185,942) (119,932) 

($259.977) ($302.865) 1$161,149) 
(225.684) (100,015) (164,564) 

4,998 4.200 4,105 
$52.69 $44.33 $42.26 

37,570 34,847 33,641 
89% 95%· 93% 
123 58 71 

As of and for the Year Ended December 31, 

Pro Forma Historical 

20U7 2007 2006 2U05 

(in thousands) 

Net Income 

add back: Income taxes 

subtract: Other income 

add back: Interest expenses 

Operating Income 

add back; Depreciation and amortization 

add back: Miscellaneous other income 

EBITDA 

$271,796 $486,048 $276,791 $255,358 

97.813 212,023 188.318 160,328 

73.127 102,127 82,734 65,336 

417,634 118,172 108.488 90,706 

714,116 714,116 490.863 441,056 

99,265 99,265 71,755 58.540 

(29,715) (715) (427) 1J.5(4) 

$783,666 $812.666 $562,191 $498,092 

EBITDA, which we define as earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization and interest 
and dividend income, is a non-GAAP financial measure. There arc material limitations 10 using a measure 
such as EBITDA, including the difficulty associated with comparing results among more than one company 
and the inability 10 analyze certain significant items. including depreciation and interest expense, that directly 
affect our net income or loss. EBITDA should be considered in addition to, but not as a substitute for, other 
measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP. We consider EBITDA [Q be important 
because it provides our board of directors, management and investors with an understanding of our financial 
performance and our ability to make capital expenditures. 

We understand that, although EBITDA is frequently used by securities analysts, lenders and others in 
their evaluation of companies, EBITDA has limitations as an analytical tool, and you should not consider it in 
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isolation, or as a substitute for an analysis of our results as reported under U.S. GAAP. Some of these 
limitations arc: 

EBITDA docs not reflect our cash expenditures, or future requirements for capital expenditures or 
contractual commitments; 

EBITDA does not reflect changes in, or cash requirements for. our working capital needs; 

EBITDA does not reflect interest expense, or the cash requirements necessary to service interest or 
principal payments on our indebtedness; 

Although depreciation and amortization urc non-cash charges, the assets being depreciated and 
amortized of len will have to be replaced in the future, and EBITDA does not reflect any cash 
requirements for such replacements; and 

Other companies in our industry may calculate EBITDA differently than we do, limiting its 
usefulness as a comparative measure. 
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RISK FACTORS 

You should carefully consider each of the following risk factors and all of the other information set 
[orth in this in/ormation statement. The risk factors generally have been separated into three groups: (i) risks 
relating to our business, (if) risks relating to the separation, and (iii) risks relating to ownership (lIOUT 
common stock. Based Oil the information currently known to us, we believe that the following information 
identifies the material risk factors affecting our company in each l~r these categories of risks. However, the 
risks and uncertainties our company faces are not Limited 10 those set forth ill the risk factors described below. 
Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known 10 us or that we currently believe 10 be immaterial may 
also adversely affect our business, financial condition or results of operations. In addition, past financial 
performance may not be a reliable indicator offuture performance and historical trends should not be used to 
anticipate results or trends ill future periods. 

Risks Relating to our Business 

Ownership and operation of nuclear power plants create business, regulatory, jinancial and waste disposal 
risks that may have a material adverse effect On our business. 

We nnd our subsidiaries arc subject to the risks arising from owning and operating nuclear power 
plants. These include: 

Capacity factors. Capacity factors, deli ned as actual plant output divided by maximum potential 
plant output for the period, significantly affect our results of operations. Nuclear plant operations 
involve substantial fixed operating costs, as well as non-fixed costs associated with plant operating 
conditions and issues. Consequently, to be successful, we must consistently operate our nuclear 
power plants at high capacity factors. Lower capacity factors negatively affect our margins by 
requiring us to spread the fixed costs over fewer units of production and to purchase additional 
energy in the spot or forward markets in order to satisfy our supply needs. For sales of power on a 
unit-contingent basis coupled with a guarantee of availability, power is supplied from a specific 
generation asset; if the asset is unavailable, we <Ire not liable to the purchaser for any damages, 
unless the actual availability over a specified period of time is below an availability threshold 
specified in the contract. In the event our plants were operating below these guaranteed availability 
thresholds, we would be subject to price risk for the undelivered power. Additionally, as of 
March 31, 2(X)8, 5% of our planned generation for 2008 was sold forward on a firm liquidated 
damages basis. Under a firm liquidated damages contract, the transucuon requires receipt or delivery 
or energy at a specified delivery point (usually at a market hub not associated with a specific asset); 
if we fail 10 deliver energy, we must compensate the other party as specified in the contract. 

Refueling and other outages. Outages at nuclear power plants to replenish fuel require the plant to 
be "turned off." Refueling outages generally are planned to occur once every 18 to 24 months and 
historically average approximately 30 days in duration. When refueling outages last longer than 
anticipated or a plant experiences unplanned outages, capacity factors decrease and maintenance 
costs increase. As a result, we may face lower margins due to higher costs and lower energy sales 
for unit-contingent contracts or potentially higher energy replacement costs for firm liquidated 
damages contracts and for unit-contingent contracts with capacity guarantees that arc not met due to 
extended or unplanned outages. 

Cost and suppty of nuclear fuel. Our nuclear power plants rely on a limited number of suppliers to 
provide uranium fuel (and its conversion, enrichment and fabrication) required for the operation of 
the plant. It will he necessary for us to enter into additional urrungcmcnts to acquire nuclear fuel 
and related services in the future. Uranium market supply became extremely limited in 2006 and 
2007 and market prices have been highly volatile during this period. Market prices for uranium 
concentrates have risen from about $7 per pound in December 2000 to a 2007 range of $70 to $135 
per pound. The costs of obtaining supplies have therefore increased greatly for nuclear fuel users. 
Our financial performance is dependent on the continued performance by suppliers of their 
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obligations under their long-term agreements. Our financial results could be materially adversely 
affected if anyone supplier fails to fulfill its contractual obligations and we are unable to find other 
suppliers that ean perform under terms that allow us to achieve the same level of profitability. As a 
result of the failure of a major supplier 1O meet its contractual obligations, we may face higher costs 
(0 secure other suppliers, which may result in potential disruptions to our business and have a 
material adverse effect on our results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

Nuclear regulatory risk. Under the Atomic Energy Act and Energy Reorganization Act, the NRC 
heavily regulates nuclear power plants, The NRC may modify, suspend or revoke licenses, shut 
down a nuclear facility and impose civil penalties for failure to comply with the Atomic Energy 
Act, related regulations or the terms of the licenses for nuclear facilities, A change in the Atomic 
Energy Act or the applicable regulations or licenses may require a substantial increase in capital 
expenditures or may resulL in increased operating or decommissioning costs and could materially 
adversely affect our results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. Events at nuclear power 
plants owned by others. as well as those owned by us, may cause the NRC to initiate such actions. 
As a result, if an incident did occur at any nuclear generating unit-whether owned by us or not-it 
could materially adversely affect our results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

Operational risk. All six of our operating nuclear power plants began commercial operations in the 
1970s. Older equipment may require significant capital expenditures to keep each of our nuclear 
power plants operating efficiently. This equipment is also likely 10 require periodic upgrading and 
improvement. Operations at any of the nuclear generating units owned by us could degrade to the 
point where the affected unit needs to be shut down or operated at less than full capacity. If this 
were to happen, identifying and correcting the causes may require significant time and expense. A 
decision may be made to close a unit rather than incur the expense of restarting it or returning the 
unit to full capacity. This could result in lost revenue. increased fuel and purchased power expense 
to meet supply commitments and penalties for failure to perform under our contracts with 
customers, 

Spent nuclearfuel storage. We regularly incur costs for the on-site storage of spent nuclear fuel. 
The approval of a national repository for the storage of spent nuclear fuel, such as the one proposed 
for Yucca Mountain. Nevada, and the liming of such facility opening, may affect the costs 
associated with storage of spent nuclear fuel. In addition, the availability of a repository for spent 
nuclear fuel may affect the ability to fully decommission the nuclear units. 

Nuclear accident risk. Accidents and other unforeseen problems at nuclear power plants have 
occurred both in the United States and elsewhere. The consequences of an accident can be severe 
and include personal injury, loss of life and property damage. The Price-Anderson Act limits cach 
reactor owner's public liability (off-site) for a single nuclear incident to the payment of retrospective 
premiums into a secondary insurance pool of up to approximately $100.6 million per reactor. With 
104 reactors currently operating in the United States, this translates to a total public liability cap of 
approximately $10.4 billion per incident. The limit is subject to change to account for the effects of 
inflation. a change in the primal)' limit of insurance coverage, and changes in the number of 
licensed reactors. As required by the Price-Anderson Act, we carry the maximum available amount 
of primary nuclear liability insurance with American Nuclear Insurers (currently $300 million for 
each operating site). Claims for any nuclear incident exceeding that amount arc covered under the 
retrospective premiums paid into the secondary insurance pool. As a result, in the event of a nuclear 
incident that causes damages (off-site} in excess of the $300 million in primary liability insurance 
coverage, each owner of a nuclear plant reactor will be required to pay a retrospective premium, 
equal to its proportionate share of the loss in excess of the $300 million primary level, up to a 
maximum of $100.6 million per reactor per incident. The retrospective premium payment is 
currently limited to $15 million per year per reactor until the aggregate public liability for each 
licensee is paid up to the $100.6 million cap. Nuclear accident damage to on-site facilities is 
covered by Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited up (0 [he limits of the primary and excess property 
policies in force at the time of the accident. We maintain property insurance for our nuclear units in 
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excess of the NRC's minimum requirement of $l.06 billion per site for nuclear power plant 
licensees, For additional details, sec "Employees, Properties and Facilities, Government Regulation 
and Legal Procecdlngs-c-Regulations Generally Applicable to Our Business-Price-Anderson Act.' 

Decommissioning. Owners of nuclear generating plants have an obligation to decommission those 
plants. We maintain decommissioning trust funds for this purpose. In connection with (he acquisi
tion of certain of our nuclear power plants, we or our predecessor also acquired decommissioning 
trust funds that are funded in accordance with NRC regulations, An early plant shutdown, poor 
investment results or higher than anticipated decommissioning costs could cause trust fund assets [0 

be insufficient to meet the decommissioning obligations, with the result that we may be required {Q 

provide additional funds or credit support to satisfy regulatory requirements for decommissioning. 

The nuclear power plants we own will be exposed to price risk to the extent they must compete for the sale 
of energy and capacity, and this may harm our profitability. 

We are not guaranteed any rate of return on our capital investments in our business, In particular, the 
sale of capacity and energy from our nuclear power plants, unless otherwise contracted, IS subject to the 
fluctuation of market power prices, On a blended basis, as of December 31, 2007, we have sold forward 89%, 
78% and 51Sf· of our generation portfolio's planned energy output and installed capacity for 200K. 2009 and 
2010, respectively. The obligations under most of these agreement,'; arc contingent on a unit being available to 
generate power. For some unit-contingent obligations, however, there is also a guarantee of availability that 
provides for the payment to the power purchaser of contract damages. if incurred, in the event we fail to 
deliver power as a result of the failure of the specified generation unit to generate power at or above a 
specified availability threshold. In addition, for those obligations that are not unit-contingent, we will be 
required to pay the purchaser the difference between the market price at the delivery point and the contract 
price, and the amount of such payments could be substantial. 

t...farkcr prices may Iluctuatc substantially, sometime,'; over relatively short periods of time, and at other 
limes market prices may experience sustained increases or decreases. Demand for electricity and its fuel stock 
can fluctuate dramatically, creating periods of substantial under- or over-supply. During periods of over-supply, 
prices might he depressed. Also, from time to time, there may be political pressure, or pressure from 
regulatory authorities with jurisdiction over wholesale and retail energy commodity and transportation rates, to 
impose price limitations, bidding rules and other mechanisms to address price volatility and other issues in 
these markets. 

Among the factors that could affect market prices for electricity and fuel, all of which arc beyond our 
control to a significant degree, are: 

prevailing market prices for natural gas, uranium (and its conversion, enrichment and fabrication), 
coal, oil and other fuels used in electric generation plants, including associated transportation costs, 
and supplies or such commodities; 

seasonality; 

availability of competitively priced alternative energy sources and the requirements or a renewable 
portfolio standard; 

changes in production and storage levels of natural gas, lignite. coal and crude oil and relined 
products; 

liquidity in the general wholesale electricity market; 

the actions or external parties, sucb as the FERC and local independent system operators, as well as 
other stale and Federal energy regulatory policies, that may impose price limitations and other 
mechanisms [Q address some of the volatility in the energy markets; 

transmission or transportation constraints, inoperability or inefficiencies; 

(he general demand for electricity; 
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weather conditions affecting demand for electricity or availability of hydroelectric power or fuel 
supplies; 

the rate of growth in demand for electricny as a result of population changes, regional economic 
conditions and the implementation of conservation programs; 

regulatory policies of state agencies that affect the willingness of our customers to enter into long
term contracts generally, and contracts for energy in particular; 

increases in supplies due to actions of our current competitors or new market entrants, including the 
development of new generation facilities, expansion of existing generating facilities, the disaggrega
tion of vertically integrated utilities and improvements in transmission that allow additional supply 
to reach our markets; 

union and labor relations; 

changes in federal and state energy and environmental laws and regulations, including bur not 
limited to the effect that proposed emission controls such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 
might have on prices; and 

natural disasters, wars, embargoes, terrorist actions and other catastrophic events. 

Weface exposure to changes in commodity prices, which can aJJect the value oj assets and operating costs 
and which may not be adequately hedged against adverse changes. 

To manage our near-term financial exposure related to commodity price fluctuations. we enter into 
contract" to hedge portions of our purchase and sale commitments and our requirements for uranium (and its 
conversion, enrichment and fabrication) within established risk management guidelines. As part of this 
strategy, we utilize fixed-price forward physical purchase and sales contracts. The coverage may vary over 
time, and we may also elect to not hedge certain volumes during certain years. To the extent we do not have 
hedged positions, fluctuating commodity prices can materially adversely affect our results of operations, 
financial condition and liquidity. 

Although we devote a considerable amount of management time and effort to these risk manage menI 
strategies, we cannot eliminate all the risks associated with these activities. As a result of these and other 
factors, we cannot predict with precision the effects that risk management decisions may have on our results 
of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

Currently, some of the agreements to sell the power produced by our nuclear power plants contain 
provisions that require an Entergy subsidiary to provide collateral to secure our obligations under the 
agreements. The Entergy subsidiary generally would be required to provide collateral either based upon the 
difference between the current market and contracted power prices in the regions where we sell power or 
based on an independent fixed dollar amount. The primary form of collateral to satisfy these requirements 
would be an Entergy Corporation guaranty. Cash and letters of credit arc also acceptable forms of collateral. 
As of December 31, 2007, based on power prices at that time, Entergy hud in place as collateral $702 million 
of Entergy Corporation guarantees for wholesale transactions, including $63 million of guarantees that support 
letters or credit. The assurance requirement is estimated to increase by an amount up to $294 million if gas 
prices increase $1 per MMBtu in botb the short- and long-term markets. 

Tn connection with the separation, we expect to replace these Entergy corporation guarantees related to 
power sale collateral requirements with a combination of letters of credit, cash, guarantees issued by us or 
liens on our property. Reductions in our credit quality or changes in the market prices of energy commodities 
could change the form of collateral or increase the cash collateral required to be posted in connection with 
hedging and risk management activities, which could materially adversely affect our results of operations, 
financial condition and liquidity. 

Our hedging and risk management activities are exposed to {he risk that counterpanies that owe us 
money, energy or other commodities will not fulfill their obligations to us. If the counterparties to these 
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arrangements fail 10 perform, we might be forced to acquire alternative hedging arrangements or honor the 
underlying commitment at then-current market prices. In such event, we might incur losses in addition to 
amounts, if any, already paid to the countcrparties. 

We are dependent on Bquatlen for the operation of our nuclear power plants. We will not be able to easily 
replace this service provider, or the expertise of its employees, for the operation of our nuclear power plants, 
and, if our long-term operating contracts are breached or other....ise terminated, we may be materially 
adversely affected. 

Immediately prior to the separation, we will form a joint venture with equal ownership with Entergy 
called EquaGen. The Joint Venture Agreements set out the terms governing the formation and management of 
EquaGen. EquaGen is expected to operate and maintain our nuclear power plants. 

The terms governing the operation and maintenance of each of our nuclear power plants arc set forth in 
the Operating Agreements. Under the Operating Agreements, Entergy Nuclear Operations will be responsible 
for operating and making capital improvements to each of our nuclear power plants and maintaining permits 
and approvals in accordance with good utility practice, applicable laws and regulations, the applicable NRC 
Operating License and the budgets approved by us for each of our six operating nuclear power plants. Entergy 
Nuclear Operations will operate as an NRC~1icensed entity, and any new operator would have to be approved 
by the NRC prior to replacement, We will be dependent on Entergy Nuclear Operations for the operation of 
our plants, and we will not be able to easily replace Entergy Nuclear Operations for the operation of our plants 
without additional expense. If the Operating Agreements arc breached or otherwise terminated, we may be 
materially adversely affected. For example, the Operating Agreements and the Joint Venture Agreements 
provide that if EquaGen is operating four or fewer of our nuclear power plants, then the Operating Agreements 
for the remaining nuclear power plants will be terminated if the Board of EquaGen has not exercised its right 
to override tbe automatic termination. If the Board of EquaGen decided to not override automatic termination 
of the Operating Agreements, we may (if Entergy elects to exercise its rights under the Joint Venture 
Agreements) be obligated to either purchase the subsidiaries of EquaGen that carryon its "third party" 
business, or purchase Entergy's 50% membership interest in EquaGen. We may not have sufficient cash to 
fulfill these obligations, if they an: triggered, or we may experience pressure on our liquidity as a result of the 
obligation to purchase either the subsidiaries of EquaGen or Entergy's 50% membership interest in EquaGen. 

EquaGen will also enter into Shared Services Agreements with subsidiaries of Entergy. Under these 
agreements, Equafien will obtain certain management and technical services that it in turn provides to us 
Lhrough the Operating Agreements with Emcrgy Nuclear Operations. 

New or existing safety concerns regarding operating nuclear power plants and nuclear fuel could lead 10 

restrictions upon the operations at our nuclear po....er plants. 

New and existing concerns have been expressed in public forums about the safety of nuclear power 
plants and nuclear fuel, in particular in the Northeast United States, which is where five of our six nuclear 
power plants are located. These concerns have led 10, and are expected to continue to lead [0, various 
proposals to federal regulators as well as some stale and local governing bodies in some localities where we 
own nuclear power plants for legislative and regulatory changes that could lead to the shut-down of nuclear 
units, denial of license extension applications, municipalization of nuclear power plants, restrictions on nuclear 
power plants <IS a result of unavailability of sites for spent nuclear fuel storage and disposal, or other adverse 
effects 011 owning and operating nuclear power plants. If any of the existing proposals, or any proposals (hac 
may arise in the future, relating to legislative and regulatory changes becomes effective, it could have a 
material adverse effect on our results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

We may incur substantial costs to fulfill obligations related to environmental and other matters. 

Our business is subject to extensive environmental regulation by local, state and federal authorities. 
These laws and regulations atfect the manner in which we conduct our operations and make capital 
expenditures. These laws and regulations also affect how we manage air emissions. discharges to water, solid 
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and hazardous waste storage and disposal, cooling and service water intake, the protection of threatened and 
endangered species, hazardous materials transportation and similar matters. Federal, state and local authorities 
continually revise these laws and regulations, and Ihe Jaws and regulations are subject to judicial interpretation 
and 10 the permitting und enforcement discretion vested in the implementing agencies. Developing and 
implementing plans for facility compliance with these requirements can lead to capital, personnel and 
operation and maintenance expenditures. Violations of these requirements can subject us to enforcement 
actions, capital expenditures 10 bring existing facilities into compliance, additional operating costs or operating 
restrictions to achieve compliance, remediation and clean-up, eivil penalties, criminal prosecution and exposure 
10 third-parties' claims for atleged heallh or property damages or for violations of applicable permits or 
standards. In addition, we are subject to liability under these laws for the costs of remediation 01' environmen
tal contamination of property now or formerly owned or operated by us and of property contaminated by 
hazardous substances we generate. 

For example, we will face increased costs as a result of joining a groundwater monitoring initiative 
program after the detection of radioactive material, primarily tritium, in groundwater at several plants in the 
United States, including our Indian Point Energy Center. In addition to tritium, other radionuclides, such as 
strontium, have been detected in on-site groundwater at Indian Point Energy Center. Lower levels of tritium 
have also been found at the Pilgrim and Palisades plants, and those sites are currently in the investigatory 
phase to address these findings. In cooperation with regulators and interested parties, we have completed a 
comprehensive site characterization and groundwater investigation at Indian Point Energy Center. Remedial 
actions arc underway and we expect them to be completed in 2008. In October 2007, the EPA announced that 
it was consulting with the NRC and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation regarding 
Indian Poinl Energy Center. The EPA staled that after reviewing data it confirmed with the New York Slate 
Department of Environmental Conservation [hat there have been no violations of federal standards for 
rudionuclidcs in drinking water supplies. 

As another example, in November 2003, the New York State Department of Environmental Conserva
tion issued a draft permit indicating that closed cycle cooling would be considered the "best technology 
available" for minimizing alleged adverse environmental impacts attributable to the intake of cooling water at 
Indian Point ~ and Indian Point 3. The draft permit would require us to take certain steps to assess the 
feasibility of retrofitting the site to install cooling towers because we have announced our intent to apply for 
NRC license renewal at Indian Point 2 and Indian Point J. Upon its becoming effective, the draft permit would 
also require the facilities lO lake an annual 42 unit-day outage (coordinated with the existing refueling outage 
schedule) and provide a payment into a New York Slate Department of Environmental Conservation account 
until the start of cooling tower construction. We arc participating in [he administrative process to request that 
the limn permit be modified prior to final issuance and we oppose any requirement 10 install cooling towers or 
to begin annual outages at Indian Point 2 and Indian Point J. We notified the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation that the cost of retrofitting Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 with cooling towers 
likely would cost, in 2003 dollars, at least $740 million in capital costs and an additional $630 million in lost 
generation during construction. Due to fluctuations in power pricing and because a retrofitting of this size and 
complexity has never been undertaken. significant uncertainties exist in these estimates and, therefore, could 
be materially higher than estimated. 

We lOay not be able to obtain or maintain all required environmental regulatory approvals. If there is a 
delay in obtaining any required environmental regulatory approvals, or if we fail to obtain. maintain or comply 
with any such approval. the operation of our facilities could be stopped or become subject to additional costs. 
For more information. reference is made to "Environmental Matters" and "Employees, Properties and 
Facilities, Government Regulation and Legal Procecdings-c-Rcgulations Generally Applicable to Our 
Business:' 



We rely on power transmission facilities that we do not own or control and are subject to transmission 
constraints within the New England, New York and Midwest markets. If these facilities fail to provide us 
with adequate transmission capacity. we may he restricted in our ability to deliver wholesale electric power 
to our customers and we may either incur additional costs or forgo revenues. 

. We depend on transmission facilities operated by the Independent System Operator New England, the 
New York Independent System Operator and the Midwest Independent System Operator in New England, New 
York and the Midwest, respectively, and on transmission systems owned and operated by others to deliver the 
wholesale power we sell from our power generation plants to our customers. If transmission is disrupted, if the 
transmission capacity infrastructure is inadequate or if the rules related (0 transmission service are materially 
altered, our ability to sell and deliver wholesale power may be materially adversely affected, causing us to 
incur additional costs or forego revenues. 

Protecting against potential terrorist activities requires significant capital expenditures and a successful 
terrorist attack could materially adversely affect our business. 

As power generators, we face heightened fisk of an act Of threatened act of terrorism, either n direct 
act against one of our generation facilities or an inability to operate as a result of systemic damage resulting 
from an act against the transmission and distribution infrastructure that we use to transport our power. In 
particular, we may experience increased capital and operating costs to implement increased security for our 
nuclear power plants, such as additional physical facility security and additional security personnel. We may 
be required to expend material amounts of capital to repair any facilities. the expenditure of which could 
materially adversely affect results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

Market performance and other changes may decrease the value of EquaGen benefit plan assets, whick then 
could require significant additional funding, 

EquaGen will maintain pension and postretirement benefit plans on behalf of certain of its employees. 
The performance of the capital markets affects the values of the assets held in trust under pension and 
postretirement benefit plans such as those that will be maintained by EquaGen. A decline in the marker value 
of the assets of those plans may increase the funding requirements relating to the associated benefit plan 
Jtublliues. Additionally, change.... in interest rates will affect the liabilities under those pen .... ion and postretire
ment benefit plans; as interest rates decrease, the liabilities increase, potentially requiring additional funding. 
The funding requirements of the obligations related to those pension and postretirement benefit plans can also 
increase as a result of changes in retirements, life expectancy assumptions, or federal regulations. These 
consideration.... could adversely affect our financial condition because we will be re.... ponsible, under the Joint 
Venture Agreements, the Operating Agreements or otherwise. for the funding obligations under those plans. 
See "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition-e-Critical 
Accounting Estimates-Qualified Pension and Orhcr Postretirement Benefits" and Note 7 to the financial 
statements. 

The decommissioning trust fund assets for our nuclear power plants may not be adequate to meet decom
missioning obligations if one or more of our nuclear power plants is retired earlier than the anticipated 
shutdown date, and market performance and other changes may decrease the value of assets in the decom
missioning trusts, which then could require significant additional funding, 

Tn connection with the purchase of certain of our nuclear power plants, we received decommissioning 
trusts to fund our obligation to decommission those plants, whereas for the Indian Point 3 and Pitzl-atrick 
plums purchased in 2000, we executed decommissioning agreements with the seller of those plants that specify 
our decommissioning obligations. Under the decommissioning agreements, the seller of those nuclear power 
plants retained the decommissioning trusts and the decommissioning liabilities for those nuclear power plant ..... 
The performance of the capital markets uffecrs the values of the debt and equity securities held in the 
decommissioning trusts. We have significant decommissioning obligations and there arc significant assets in 
these trusts. These assets are subject to market Fluctuations and will yield uncertain returns, which may fall 
below our projected return rates. A decline in the market value of the as....ets may increase the funding 
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requirements of these obligations. Additionally, changes in interest rates affect our decommissioning obliga
tions; us interest rates deerease, the liabilities increase, potentially requiring additional funding. Further, 
regulatory changes, including inereascd decommissioning eosts, may also increase the funding requirements of 
the obligations related to our decommissioning of plants. 

In addition, under NRC regulations, we arc permitted [0 project the NRC-required decommissioning 
amount and the amount in each of our nuclear power plant's decommissioning trusts. The projections are made 
based on the scheduled shutdown date and the mid-point of the subsequent decommissioning process for each 
of our nuclear power plants, with the earliest scheduled shutdown being Vermont Yankee in 2012. As a result. 
if the projected amount of our decommissioning trusts exceeds the projected NRC-required decommissioning 
amount, {hen our decommissioning obligations arc considered to be funded in accordance with NRC 
regulations. With respect to the decommissioning trusts for Vermont Yankee, Indian Point 2 and Palisades, the 
total amount in each of those trusts as of Deecmber 31, 2007 would not have been sufficient to initiate and 
complete the immediate near-term decommissioning of the respective unit as of such date, but rather the funds 
would have been sufficient to place the unit in a condition of Silk storage or "SAFSTOK' status pending 
future completion of decommissioning. For example, if we had decided to shutdown and immediately begin 
decommissioning one of those nuclear power plants on December 31, 2007, our trust funds lor the piam would 
have been insufficient and we would have been required to rely on other capital resources to fund the entire 
decommissioning obligations unless the completion of decommissioning could be deferred during mall} years 
of "SAFSTOR" status. Thus, if we decide 10 shutdown one of our nuclear power plants earlier than the 
scheduled shutdown dare. we may be unable to rely upon only the decommissioning trust 10 fund the entire 
decommissioning Obligations, which would require us to obtain funding from other sources. As a result, under 
these circumstances, our liquidity and financial condition could be materially adversely affected. 

A failure to obtai" renewed licenses for the continued operation of our generating units could have a material 
adverse effect on our operations and lead to an increase in decommissioning costs and depreciation rases. 

The operating licenses for Vermont Yankee, Pilgrim, Indian Point 2, Fitzpatrick and Indian Point 3 
expire in 20J2 to 2015. License renewal applications are pending for five of our nuclear power plants, and arc 
the subject of public and local political debate. Various parties, including the New York State Auorney 
General, have expressed opposition to the pending license renewal applications. If the NRC does not renew 
the operating licenses for one or more of these plants, our results of operations could be materially adversely 
affected by loss of revenue associated with {he plant or plants, increased depreciation rates and accelerated 
decommissioning C05[S. 

We depend upon our senior management and the senior management of EquaGen, and our business may 
be adversely affected if we cannot retain senior management. 

Our business is highly regulated and very complex and the operation of our business requires 
specialized industry, rechnicul and regulatory knowledge. As a result, our success depends upon the retention 
of our experienced senior management and the senior management of Equa'Gen with specialized experience 
with nuclear generation, operation and services. We might not be able to find qualified replacements for tbe 
members of our senior management team if their services were no longer available to us; accordingly. the loss 
of critical members of our senior management team could have a material adverse effect on our ability to 
effectively implement our business plan. 

Our business, financial condition and results of operations could be adversely affected by strikes, work stop
pages or a slow down by employees and contractors at EquaGen, and we may face difficulties in competing 
for qualified workers as our workforce retires. 

As of March 31, 2008. approximately 50.7% of the employees at Entergy Nuclear Operations who 
operate and maintain our nuclear power plants and, at some sires. provide security services to our nuclear 
power plants, were covered by collective bargaining agreements. In the event that the union employees or 
contractors strike. participate in a work stoppage or slowdown or engage in other forms of labor strife or 
disruption, wc could experience reduced power generation or outages if Entergy Nuclear Operations does not 
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have sufficient personnel to operate or provide security services for the plants. Entergy Nuclear Operations has 
strike contingency plans to assure safe operation of its plants and compliance with NRC requirements, but 
whether Entergy Nuclear Operations will have adequate personnel, by direct employment, contract, or 
otherwise, in such circumstances is uncertain. Strikes, work stoppages or slowdowns, or the inability to 
negotiate future collective bargaining agreements on favorable terms could have a material adverse effect on 
our results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

Tn addition, a number of our employees at our plants are close to retirement. The market for skilled 
nuclear power plant employees is very competitive because of the technical skills and knowledge necessary 10 

operate a nuclear power plant. As our workforce retires, we will face increased costs to recruit and retain new 
employees, and if we are unable to replace our retiring workers, we could experience potential knowledge and 
expertise gaps. 

Maintenance, expansion and refurbishment of our nuclear power plants involve material risks that could 
result in unplanned power outages or reduced output and could have a material adverse effect on our 
results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. 

Many of our facilities are older and require periodic upgrading and improvement. Any unexpected 
failure, including failure associated with breakdowns. forced outages or any unanticipated capital expenditures 
could result in reduced profitability. The unexpected requirement of large capital expenditures could have a 
material adverse effect on our results of operations, financial condition and liquidity. Operations at any of our 
nuclear power plants could degrade to the point where we have to shutdown rhc plant or operate at less than 
full capacity. If this were to happen, identifying and correcting the causes may require significant time and 
expense. We may choose to close u plant rather than incur the expense of restarting if or returning the plant 10 

full capacity. In either event, we may Jose revenue and incur increased expense to meet our contractual 
commitments. Moreover, we arc becoming more dependent on fewer suppliers for key parts of our nuclear 
power plants that may need to be replaced or refurbished. This dependence on a reduced number of suppliers 
could result in replacement delays in obtaining qualified parts and, therefore, greater expense for us. 

Our business is subject to substantial governmental regulation and may be adversely affected by legislative, 
regulatory or market design changes, as well as liability under, or any future inability to comply with, 
existing or future regulations or requirements. 

Our business is subject 10 extensive federal, state and local laws and regulation. Compliance with the 
requirements under these various regulatory regimes may cause us to incur significant additional costs, and 
failure to comply with such requirements could result in the shutdown of the non-complying facility, the 
imposition of liens, fines and/or civil or criminal liability. 

Public utilities under the Federal Power Act are required to obtain FERC acceptance of [heir rate 
schedules for wholesale sales of electricity. Each of our nuclear power plants, as well as Entergy Nuclear 
Power Marketing. LLC, is a "public utility" under the Federal Power Act by virtue of making wholesale sales 
of electric energy. FERC has granted these generating and power marketing companies the authority to sell 
electricity at marker-based rates. FERC's orders that grant our generating and power marketing companies 
market-based rate authority reserve the right to revoke or revise that authority if FERC subsequently 
determines that we can exercise market power in transmission or generation. create barriers to entry, or engage 
in abusive affiliate transactions. In addition. our market-based sales are subject to certain market behavior 
rules. and if any of our generating and power marketing companies were deemed to have violated one of those 
rules, they would be subject to potential disgorgement of profits associated with the violation and/or 
suspension or revocation of their market-based rate authority and potential penalties of up to $1 million per 
day per violation. If our generating or power marketing companies were to lose their market-based rare 
authority. such companies would be required 10 obtain FERC's acceptance of a cost-or-service rare schedule 
und could become subject 10 the accounting, record-keeping, and reporting requirements that me imposed on 
utilities with cost-based rate schedules. This could have an adverse effect on the rates we charge for power 
from our facilities. 
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We are also affected by legislative and regulatory changes, as well as changes to market design, market 
rules, tariffs, cost allocations, and bidding rules imposed by the existing Independent Systcm Operators, The 
Independent System Operators that oversee most of the wholesale power markets impose, and in the future 
may continue to impose, mitigation. including price limitations, offcr caps and other mechanisms to address 
some of the volatility and the potential exercise of market power in these markets. These types of price 
limitations and other regulatory mechanisms may have an adverse effect on the profitability of our generation 
facilities that sell energy and capacity into the wholesale power markets. 

The regulatory environment applicable to the electric power industry has undergone substantial changes 
over the past several years as a result of restructuring initiatives at both the state and federal levels. These 
changes are ongoing and we cannot predict the future design of the wholesale power markets or the ultimate 
effect that the changing regulatory environment will have on our business. In addition, in some of these 
markets, interested parties have proposed material market design changes, including the elimination of a single 
clearing price mechanism and claims that the competitive marketplace is not working because energy prices in 
wholesale markets exceed the marginal cost of operating nuclear power plants, as well as proposals LO re
regulate the markets, impose a generation tax or require divestiture by generating companies to reduce their 
market share. Other proposals 10 re-regulate may be made and legislative or other artcntion to the electric 
power market restructuring process may delay or reverse the deregulation process, which could require 
material changes to Our business planning models. If competitive restructuring of the electric power markets is 
reversed, discontinued or delayed, our results of operations. financial condition and liquidity could be 
materially adversely affected. 

Risks Relating to the Separation 

We may be unable to achieve some or all of the benefits that we expect to achieve from our separation from 
Entergv. 

We may be unable Lo achieve the full strategic and financial benefits that we expect will result from 
our separation from Entergy or such benefits may be delayed or may not occur at all. For example, there can 
be no assurance that analysts and investors will regard our corporate structure as clearer and simpler than the 
current Entcrgy corporate structure or place a greater value on our company as a stand-alone company than on 
our husincss being a part of Entcrgy. As a result, in the future, the aggregate market price of Entergy's 
cormnon stock and our common stock as separate companies may be less than the market price per share of 
Enrcrgy's common stock had the separation and distribution not occurred. 

",'e are being separated from Entergy, our parent company, and, therefore, we have 110 operating history as 
a separate, publicly-traded company. 

The historical and pro forma financial information included in this information statement does not 
necessarily reflect the financial condition, results of operations or cash flows that we would have achieved as a 
separate, publicly-traded company during the periods presented or those that We will achieve in the future 
primarily as a result of the following factors: 

Prior LO our separation, our business was operated by Entergy as part of its broader corporate 
organization, rather than as a separate, publicly-traded company. Entergy or one of its affiliates 
performed various corporate functions for us, including. but not limited to, accounts payable, cash 
management, treasury, tax administration, legal, regulatory, certain governance functions (including 
compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and internal audit) and external reponing. Our 
historical and pro forma financial results reflect allocations of corporate expenses from Entergy for 
these and similar functions. These allocations may be inconsistent with what we have determined 
the allocations should be had we operated as a separate, publicly-traded company. 

Currently, our business is integrated with the other businesses of Entergy. Historically, we have 
shared economics of scope U11d scale in costs, employees, vendor relationships and certain customer 
relationships. While we expect to enter into thc Joint Venture Agreements and short-term transition 
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agreements that will govern certain commercial and other relationship.... among U~, Entergy, EquaGen 
and Entcrgy's other businesses. those contractual arrangements may not capture the bene firs our 
business has enjoyed as a result of being integrated with Entergy and its other busines....es. The loss 
of these benefits of scope and scale may have an adverse effect on our business, results of 
operations, financial condition and liquidity following the completion of the separation. 

Subsequent to the completion of our separation, the borrowing costs for our business may be higher 
than Bntcrgy's borrowing cosrs and Our borrowing costs as reflected in our historical financial 
statements prior to our separation. Please see (he section entitled "Description of Material 
Indebtedness." 

We may be unable 10 make, on a timely basis, the changes necessary to operate as a separate, 
publicly-traded company, and we may experience increased costs after the separation or as a result of the 
separation. 

Following the completion of our separation, Enlergy or EquaGen will be contractually obligated to 
provide to us only [hose services specified in the agreements we enter into with Enrergy or EquaGen in 
connection with the separation. If any services provided by Entergy arc not covered by the various ugreemenrs 
we will enter into with Entergy, we may be unahle to replace, on comparable terms, the services that Entergy 
previously provided to us. Also, upon the expiration or termination of the Joint Venture Agreements, the 
Operating Agreements, the Shared Services Agreements or other agreements, many of the services that arc 
covered in such agreements will be provided internally or by unaffiliated third parties. and we expect that ill 
some instances we may incur higher costs to obtain such services than we incurred under the {elms of such 
agreements. In addition, if Entergy or EquaGen docs not continue to perform effectively the services [hat arc 
called for under the Join! Venture Agreements. the Operating Agreements, the Shared Services Agreements and 
the other agreements, we may not be able to operate our business effectively and our profitability may decline. 
For more information, please see the section entitled "Certain Relationships and Related Party Transactions." 

Our agreements with Enlergy or EquaGen and their other businesses may not reflect terms that would have 
resulted from arm's-Iengtlt negotiations among unaffiliated third parties, 

The agreements we entered into with Entergy or EquaGen, including the Separation and Distribution 
Agreement. the Joint Venture Agreements and the other agreements, were prepared in the context of our 
separation from Entergy while we were still part of Entergy and, accordingly, may not reflect terms that would 
have resulted from urm'x-Iengjh negotiations among unaffiliated third parties. For more information, please see 
the section entitled "Certain Relationships and Related Party Transactions." 

We will be responsible for certain contingent and other corporate liabilities related to the existing non-utility 
nuclear business of Entergy. 

Under {he Separation and Distribution Agreement. we will assume and be responsible for certain 
contingent and other corporate liabilities related to the existing non-utility nuclear business of Entcrgy 
(including associated costs and expenses, whether arising prior to. at or after the distribution). Til addition. 
under the Tax Sharing Agreement, we will assume and be responsible for certain tax liabilities. We may be 
required to indemnify Entergy for these liabilities. which may have a material adverse effect on our results of 
operations, liquidity and financial condition. In addition, we may also be responsible for sharing other 
liabilities, if any, which do not relate to either our business or the business of Entergy. For a more detailed 
description of (he Separation and Distribution Agreement, the Tax Sharing Agreement nnd treatment of certain 
historical Entergy contingent and other corporate liabilities, see "Management's Discussion and Analysis of 
Results of Operations and Financial Condition - Tax Shuring Agreement - Post-Separation,' "Certain Rela
tionships and Related Party Transactions - Agreements with Entergy - Separation and Distribution Agree
ment and "Certain Relationships and Related Patty Transactions- Agreements with Erucrgy - Tax Sharing 
Agreement." 
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Following the spin-off, we will have substantial indebtedness, which could negatively affect our financing 
options and liquidity position. 

Because of the debt we intend [0 incur, we expect that, on a pro forma basis as of December 31, 2007, 
we had approximately $4.7 billion of indebtedness and annual interest expense of approximately $418 million. 

The extent to which we are leveraged could: 

reduce our credit rating and limit our ability to obtain additional financing in the future for working 
capital, capital expenditures and acquisitions; 

limit our ability to refinance our indebtedness on terms acceptable to us or at all; 

require us to dedicate a significant portion of our cash flow from operations to paying the principal 
of and interest on our indebtedness, thereby reducing funds available for other corporate purposes 
and also limiting our ahility to service our debt in the future; 

restrict actions we may take when operating our business. including restrictions on entering into 
new contracts or requirements to post cash collateral or otherwise support existing hedging or 
forward sale agreements; and 

make LIS more vulnerable [0 economic downturns. limit our ability to withstand competitive 
pressures, and restrict our ability to react to changes in the economy or our industry. 

Our finuncing arrangements will subject us to various restrictions that could limit our operating flexibility. 

We expect that our credit facilities and other financing arrangements will contain covenants and other 
restrictions that, among other things, will require us to satisfy certain financial tests and maintain certain 
financial ratios and restrict our ability to incur additional indebtedness. In addition, we expect thai borh our 
debt securities and the credit facilities might restrict our ability to incur debt, pay dividends and create liens. 
The restrictions and covenants in our anticipated financing arrangements, and in future financing arrangements, 
may limit our ability [0 respond to market conditions, provide for capital investment needs or take advantage 
of business opportunities by limiting the amount of additional borrowings we may incur. See "Management's 
Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition-Liquidity and Capital Resources." 

We may not have access to capital on acceptable terms, and if we are not able to obtain sufficient financing, 
we may be unable to maintain or grow our business. 

Following the separation. our credit ratings are expected to be below investment grade, which is below 
the current ratings of Entergy. Differences in credit ratings affect the interest rate charged on financings, as 
well as the amounts of indebtedness and types of financing structures that may be available [0 us. Regulatory 
restrictions and the terms of our indebtedness will limit our ability to raise capital through our subsidiaries, 
pledge (he stock of our subsidiaries. encumber the assets of our subsidiaries and cause our subsidiaries to 
guarantee our indebtedness. We may not be able to raise the capital we require on acceptable terms. if at all. 
If we arc not able [0 obtain sufficient financing, we may be unable to maintain or grow our business. In 
addition, our financing costs may be higher than they were as part of Entcrgy as reflected in our historical 
financial statements. Further. issuances of equity securities will be subject to limitations imposed on us in the 
Tax Sharing Agreement. 

The ownership by our executive officers and some of our directors of shares 0/ common stock, options or 
other equity awards of Entergy may create, or may create the appearance of, conflicts of interest, 

Because of their current or former positions with Entergy, substantially all of our executive officers, 
including our chief executive officer, and some of our non-employee director nominees own shares of Entergy 
common stock, options to purchase shares of Entergy common stock or other equity awards based on Entcrgy 
common stock. Upon Entergy's distribution of all of our outstanding common stock to Entergy shareholders, 
these options and other equity awards will be converted into options and other equity awards based in part on 
Entcrgy common stock and in part on our common stock. Accordingly, following Entergys distribution of all 
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of our outstanding common stock to Entergy shareholders, these officers and non-employee directors will own 
shares of both Entcrgy and our common stock and hold options to purchase and other equity awards based on 
shares of common stoek of both Entcrgy and us. The individual holdings of common stock, options to 
purchase common stock and other equity awards based on common stock of Entergy may be significant for 
some of these persons compared [Q these persons' total assets. Ownership by our directors and officers, after 
the separation, of common stock, options to purchase common stock and other equity awards based on 
common stock of Entergy may create, or may create the appearance of, conflicts of interest when these 
directors and officers are faced with decisions that could have different implications for Entergy than the 
decisions do for us. 

If the distribution, together with certain related transactions, were to fail to qualify as a reorganization for 
u.s. federal income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)(l)(D) of the Code, then our shareholders 
and/or Entergy could be required to pay U,S. federal income taxes. 

Entcrgy has requested a private letter ruling from the IRS. substantially to the effect that the 
distribution of our common stock to its shareholders will qualify as a tax-free distribution for U.S. federal 
income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)(1)(D) of the Code. A private letter ruling from the IRS 
generally is binding on the IRS. 

The IRS, however, will not rule on some requirements necessary for tax-free treatment under 
Section 355 of the Code. Therefore, in addition to obtaining the ruling from the IRS, Entergy has made it a 
condition to the distribution that Entergy obtain an opinion of Entergy's tax counsel, Cooley Godward Kronish 
LLP, that the distribution will qualify as a tax-free distribution for U.S. federal income tax purposes under 
Sections 355 and 368(a)(1)(D) of the Code. The opinion will rely on the ruling as to matters covered by the 
ruling. In addition, the opinion will be dependent on, among other things, certain assumptions and rcpresen
tatlons as to factual matters made by Entergy and us. The opinion will not be binding on the IRS or the courts, 
and (he IRS or the courts may not agree with thc opinion. For more information regarding the tax opinion and 
the private letter ruling, please sec the section entitled "The Separation-Material U.S. Federal Income Tax 
Consequences of the Distribution." 

Notwithstanding receipt by Entcrgy or the ruling and opinion of counsel, the IRS could assert that the 
distribution does not qualify for tax-free treatment for U.S. federal income lax purposes. If the IRS' challenge 
[Q tax-free treatment were successful, our initial public shareholders and Entergy could be subject to significant 
U.S. federal income tax liability. In general, Entergy would he subject to tax as if it had sold the common 
stock of our company in a taxable sale for its fair market value and our initial public shareholders would bc 
subject 10 tax as if they had received a taxable distribution equal to the fair market value of our common stock 
that was distributed to them. 

Our company could be materially adversely affected by a potential indemnity liability to Entergy if the 
distribution is not treated as a reorganization for U.S. federal income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 
368(a)(1)(D) of the Code. In general. under [he terms of the Tax Sharing Agreement we will enter into with 
Entergy in connection with the separation, if the distribution failed to qualify as a reorganization for 
U.S. federal income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)(1 )(D) of the Code and such failure was not 
the result of actions taken after the distribution by Entergy or us, we and Entergy would be responsible for 

% and %, respectively, of any taxes imposed on Entergy as a consequence. If the failure was the 
result of actions taken after the distribution by Entergy or us, the party responsible for the failure would be 
responsible for all taxes imposed on Entergy as a consequence. For a more detailed discussion, sec "Certain 
Relationships and Related Party Transactions-Agreements with Entergy-Tax Sharing Agreement." Our 
indemnification obligations to Entergy and its subsidiaries, officers and directors are not limited by any 
maximum amount. If we arc required to indemnify Entergy and its subsidiaries and their respective officers 
and directors under the circumstances set forth in the Tax Sharing Agreement. we may be subject to substantial 
liabilities. 



Our company and Entergy might not be able to engage ill desirable strategic transactions and equity 
issuances following the distribution. 

Entergy's and our ability to engage in significant stock trunsacuons could be limited or restricted after 
the distribution in order to preserve the tax treatment or the distribution with respect to Entergy. Even if the 
distrihution, together with certain related transactions, otherwise qualifies as a reorganization for U.S. federal 
income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)(1 )(D) of the Code, it would be taxable to Entcrgy (but not 
to Entcrgy shareholders) under Section 355(e) of [he Code, if the distribution were deemed to be part of a plan 
(or series of related transactions) pursuant to which one or more persons acquired directly or indirectly stock 
representing a 50% or greater interest, by vote or value, in the stock of either Entergy or us. Current 
U.S, federal income tax law creates a presumption that the distribution would be taxable to Entergy, but 110t to 
its shareholders, if either we or Entergy were to engage in, or enter into an agreement to engage in, a 
transaction that would result in a 50% or greater change, by vote or value, in Entergy'... or our stock ownership 
during the four-year period that begins two years before the date of the distribution, unless it is established 
that the transaction is not pursuant to a plan or series of transactions related to the distribution. Treasury 
regulation.'> generally provide that whether a transaction and a distribution are part of a plan is determined 
based on all of the facts and circumstances, including, but not limited to, certain specific factors. These 
restrictions may prevent Entergy and us from entering into transactions that might be advantageous to their 
respective shareholders, such as issuing equity securities to satisfy financing needs or acquiring businesses or 
assets with equity securities. Thus, even if the distribution, together with certain related transactions, qualify as 
a reorganization [or U.S. federal income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)(l)(D) of the Code, if 
acquisitions or Entergy stock or Enexus Energy stock after the distribution cause Section 355(e) of the Code 
to apply, Entergy would recognize taxable gain as described above, but the distribution would result in no 
recognition or income, gain or loss by any Entergy shareholder (except as a result of cash received ill lieu of a 
fractional share of our common stock). 

The Tax Sharing Agreement imposes liability on us if we take actions that cause the distribution to fail 
to qualify as a tax-free transaction, including. in certain cost's, redeeming equity securities, selling or otherwise 
disposing. of a substantial portion of our assets or acquiring businesses or assets with equity securities, in each 
case, for a period of:?4 months from the day after the distribution. Moreover, the Tax Sharing Agreement 
generally provides that we will be responsible for any taxes imposed on Entcrgy or us as a result of the failure 
of the distribution, together with certain related transactions, to qualify as a reorganization for U.S. federal 
income tax purposes under Sections 355 and 368(a)( i)(D) or the Code if such failure is attributable to certain 
post-distribution actions taken by or in respect of us (including our subsidiaries) or our shareholders, such JS 

the acquisition of us by a third party at a time and in a manner that would cause such failure, For more 
information, please sec the sections entitled "The Separation-s-Material U.S. Federal Income Tax Consc
quences of the Distribution" and "Certain Relationships and Related Party Transactions-Agreements with 
Entcrgy-Tax Sharing Agreement." 

Risks Relating to our Common Stock 

There is no existing market for our common stock, and a trading market that will provide you with adequate 
liquidity may not develop for our common stock. In addition, once our common stock begins trading, the 
market price of our shares may fluctuate widely. 

There is currently no public market for our common stock. It is anticipated that, on or prior 10 the 
record date for the distribution, trading of shares of our common stock will begin on a "when-issued" basis 
and will continue up to and through the distribution date. However, there can be no assurance that an active 
trading market for our common stock will develop as a result of the distribution or be sustained in the future. 

We cannot predict the prices at which our common stock may trade after the distribution. The market 
price of our common stock may fluctuate widely, depending upon many factors, somc of which may be 
beyond our control, including: 

a shift in our investor base: 
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the price and availability of capacity and/or energy in the markets we serve; 

our quarterly or annual earnings, or those of other companies in our industry; 

actual or anticipated fluctuations in our operating results due to the seasonality of our business and 
other factors related to our business; 

changes in accounting standards, policies, guidance, interpretations or principles; 

announcements by us or our competitors of significant acquisitions or dispositions; 

[he failure of securities analysts to cover our common stock after the distribution: 

changes in earnings estimates by securities analysts or our ability to meet those estimates; 

the operating and stock price performance of other comparable companies; 

overall market fluctuations; and 

general economic conditions. 

Stock markets in general have experienced volatility that has often been unrelated to the operating or 
financial performance of a particular company. These broad market fluctuations may adversely affect the 
trading price of our common stock. 

Substantial sales oj common stock may occur in connection with this distribution, which could cause cur 
stock price to decline. 

The shares of our common stock that Entergy distributes to its shareholders generally may he sold 
immediately in the public market. Although we have no actual knowledge of any plan or intention on the pan 
of any shareholder to sell our common stock following the separation, it is possible that some Entergy 
shareholders, including possibly some of our largest shareholders, may sell our common stock received in the 
distribution for reasons such us that our business profile or market capitalization as a separate, publicly-traded 
company docs not fit their investment objecti-...es. Moreover, index funds lied to the Standard & Poor's 500 
Index, the Russell 1000 Index and other indices hold shares of Entergy common stock. To the extent our 
common stock is not included in these indices after the distribution, certain of these index funds may likely be 
required to sell the shares of our common stock that they receive in the distribution. The sales of significant 
amounts of our common stock or the perception in the market that this will occur may result in the lowering 
of the market price of our common stock. 

Provisions in our certificate of incorporauou. our by-laws, Delaware law and certain o] the agreements we 
will enter into as part of the separation may prevent or delay an acquisition of our company, which could 
decrease the trading price of our commOl' stock. 

Our certificate of incorporation. by-laws and Delaware law contain provisions that arc intended to deter 
coercive takeover practices and inadequate takeover bids by making such practices or bids unacceptably 
expensive to the raider and to encourage prospective acquirers to negotiate with our board or directors rather 
than Lo attempt a hostile takeover. These provisions include, among others: 

a board of directors that is divided into three elasses with staggered terms; 

rules regarding how shareholders may present proposals or nominate directors for election at 
shareholder meetings; 

the right of our board of directors to issue preferred stock without shareholder approval; and 

limitations on the right of shareholders to remove directors. 

Delaware law abo imposes some restrictions on mergers and other business combinations between us 
and any holder of 15% or more of our outstanding common stock. For more information, sec the section 
entitled "Description of Enexus Energy Stock-Certain Anti-takeover Effects:' 
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We believe these provisions are important for a new public company and protect our shareholders from 
coercive or otherwise potentially unfair takeover tactics by requiring potential acquirers to negotiate with our 
board of directors and by providing our board of directors with more time to assess any acquisition proposal. 
These provisions are not intended to make our company immune from takeovers. However, these provisions 
apply even if the offer may be considered beneficial by some shareholders and could delay or prevent an 
acquisition that our board of directors determines is not in the best interests of our company and our 
shareholders. 

In addition, certain provisions in the agreements we will enter into as pan of the separation may 
prevent or delay an acquisition of our company. The Operating Agreements and the Joint Venture Agreements 
provide that if EquaGen is operating four or fewer of our nuclear power plants, then the remaining Opera ling 
Agreements are terminated if the Board of EquaGen has not exercised its right to override the automatic 
termination. If the Board of EquaGen decided [0 not override automatic termination of the Operating 
Agreements. we may be obligated (if Entergy elects to exercise its rights under the Joint Venture Agreements) 
to either purchase the subsidiaries of EquaGen that carry on its "third party" business, or purchase Entergy's 
50% membership interest in EquaGen. For more information, see the section entitled "Certain Relationships 
and Related Party Transactions - Agreements with Entergy - Joint venture Agreements - Exercise Event" 
We may not have sufficient cash to fulfill these obligations. if they arc triggered, or we may experience 
pressure on our liquidity as a result of the obligation to purchase either the subsidiaries of Equaffen or 
Enrcrgy's 50% membership interest in EquaGen. Because these provisions survive the acquisition of our 
company by a third party, a potential acquircr might wish to forgo an acquisition if it w ished to terminate the 
Operating Agreements but not be obligated to purchase Entergy's 50% membership interest in EquaGen or 
Equarjeu's "third-putty business" subsidiaries. 
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

Our reports, filings and other public announcements may contain or incorporate by reference 
statements that do nor directly or exclusively relate to historical facts. Such statements are "forward-looking 
statements." Yi:m can typically identify [orward-looking statements by the use offorward-looking words, such 
as "may," "will," "could," "project," "believe," "anticipate," "expect," "estimate," "continue." "potential," 
"plan," "forecast" and other similar words. Those statements represent our intentions, plans, expectations, 
assumptions and beliefs about future events and are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors. Many of 
those factors are outside our control and could cause actual results to dU!er materially from the results 
expressed or implied by those forward-looking statements. Those factors include those set fonh ill the section 
entitled "Risk Factors," as well as the followillg: 

our ability to manage our operation and maintenance costs, including through Equaflen:
 

changes in regulation, including the application of market power criteria by the FERC;
 

the economic climate and, particularly. growth in the Northeast United States;
 

variations in weather and the occurrence of storms and disasters:
 

the performance of our generating plants and, particularly. the capacity factors at our nuclear
 
generating facilities:
 

changes in the financial markets during the periods covered by the forward-looking statements,
 
particularly those affecting the availability of capital and our ability to refinance existing debt,
 
execute our share repurchase program and fund investments and acquisitions;
 

actions of rating agencies, including the ratings of debt, general corporate ratings and changes in
 
the rating agencies' ratings criteria;
 

changes in inflation and interest rates;
 

our ability to develop and execute on a point of view regarding future prices of energy-related
 
commodities;
 

our ability to purchase and sell assets at attractive prices and on other attractive terms;
 

prices for power generated by our generating facilities, the ability to hedge, sell power forward or
 
otherwise reduce the market price risk associated with those facilities, and our ability to meet credit
 
support requirements for fuel and power supply contracts;
 

volatility and changes in markets for electricity, natural gas, uranium and other energy-related
 
commodities;
 

changes in regulation of nuclear generating facilities and nuclear materials and fuel, including
 
possible shutdown of nuclear generating facilities, particularly those in the Northeast United Stales;
 

uncertainty regarding the establishment of interim or permanent sites for spent nuclear fuel storage
 
and disposal;
 

resolution of pending or future applications for license extensions or modifications of nuclear
 
generating facilities;
 

changes in law resulting from new federal or state energy legislation;
 

changes in environmental, safety, tax and other laws to which we and our subsidiaries are subject;
 

advances in technology;
 

the potential effects of threatened or actual terrorism and war;
 

the effects of our strategies to reduce lax payments:
 

the effects of litigation and government investigations:
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changes in accounting standards and corporate governance: 

our and EquaGen's ability to attract and retain talented management and directors; 

the outcomes of litigation and regulatory investigations. proceedings or inquiries; 

the results of financing efforts. including our ability to obtain financing on favorable terms. which 
can be affected by various factors. including our credit ratings and general economic conditions; 

declines in the market prices of equity securities and resulting funding requirements for our defined 
benefit pension plans: 

changes in (he results of the decommissioning trust fund earnings or in the timing of or cost 10 

decommission; 

the ability to successfully complete merger, acquisition or divestiture plans, regulatory or other 
limitations imposed as a result of a merger. acquisition or divestiture, and the success of the 
business following a merger, acquisition or divestiture; 

the final resolutions or outcomes with respect to our contingcnt and other corporate liabilities 
related ro the non-utility nuclear business and any related actions for indemnification made pursuant 
to the Separation and Distribution Agreement; 

our ability to operate effectively as a separate, publicly-traded company; and 

the costs associated with becoming compliant with the Sarbancs-Oxley Act or 2002 as a stand-alone 
company and the consequences of failing to implement effective internal controls over financial 
reporting as required by Section 404 of the Sorbanes-Oxlcy Act of 2002 by the date that we must 
comply with that section of the Sarbancs-Oxlcy Act. 

In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the events described in the forward-looking 
statements might not occur or might occur to a different extent or at a different rime than we have described. 
We undertake 110 obligation, except as may otherwise be required by the federal securities laws. to publicly 
update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information. future events or 
otherwise. 
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THE SEPARATION 

General 

Oil November 3,2007. the board of directors of Entergy initially approved a plan to separate its 0011

utility nuclear business into a separate, publicly-traded company, and for our company La enter into a nuclear 
services joint venture with Entergy, with equal percentage ownership. 

In furtherance of this plan, On ,2008, Bntcrgy's board of directors approved the distribution 
of all of the shares of our common stock held by Entcrgy to holders of Emcrgy common stock. The 
distribution of the shares of our common stock will take place on , 2008. On the distribution date, 
each holder of Entcrgy common stock will receive share(s) of our common stock for each share of Entcrgy 
common stock held at the close of business on the record date, as described below. Following the distribution, 
Entergy shareholders will own 100% of our common stock. 

You will not be required to make any payment, surrender or exchange your shares of Entcrgy common 
stock or take any other action to receive your shares of our common stock. 

The distribution of our common stock as described in this information statement is SUbject to the 
satisfaction or waiver of certain conditions, including final approval of Entergy's board of directors. We cannot 
provide any assurances that the distribution will be completed or approved by Entcrgy's board of directors. For 
1I more detailed description of these conditions, see the section entitled "-Conditions to the Distribution." 

Joint Venture 

We will establish a joint venture with equal ownership, referred to in this information statement as 
Equafleu. with Entergy. Entergy Nuclear, lnc., currently a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entergy, will become a 
limited liability company and change its name to EquaGen LLC. We and Entergy will each own a 50% 
interest in EquaGen immediately prior to completion of the distribution of our common stock. EquaGen is 
expected to operate the nuclear assets owned by us, and to provide certain services to the regulated nuclear 
utility operations of Entergy and to third parties. EquaGen will allow certain nuclear operations expertise 
currently in place at each of Entergy'x nuclear power plant facilities to be accessible by both us and Entcrgy 
after the separation. 

Upon completion of the transactions contemplated by the Ioint Venture Agreements, EquaGcn will 
own: 

Entergy Nuclear Operations, currently a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entcrgy and the current NRC
licensed operator of our nuclear power plants. Entcrgy Nuclear Operations is expected to become a 
Delaware limited liability company and change its name to EquaGen Nuclear LLC in connection 
with the separation. Entergy Nuclear Operations shall remain the operator of our plants after (he 
separation; and 

TLG Services, Inc., currently a wholly-owned subsidiary of Entergy that provides decommissioning 
and other consulung services to Entergy and to other companies in the nuclear industry. TLG 
Services, Inc. is expected to become a Delaware limited liability company and change its name to 
TLG Services. LLC in connection with the separation. 

The Number of Shares You Will Receive 

For each shnrc of Entergy common stock that you owned at the close of business on , 200S, 
the record date. you will receive share(s) of our common stock on the distribution date. Entergy will 
not distribute any fractional shares of our common slack to its shareholders. Instead, the transfer agent will 
aggregate fractional shares into whole shares, sell the whole shares in the open market at prevailing market 
prices and distribute the aggregate net cash proceeds of the sales pro rata to cach holder of Entergy Common 
Stock who otherwise would have been entitled to receive a fractional share in the distribution. Recipients of 
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cash ill lieu of fractional shares will not he entitled to any interest on the amounts of payment made in lieu of 
fractional shares. 

When and Hnw You Will Receive the Distributed Shares 

Entergy will distribute the shares of our common stock on , 2008, the distribution date. BNY 
Mellon Shareowner Services will serve as transfer agent and registrar for our common stock and as distribution 
agent in connection with the distribution. 

If you own Entergy common stock as of the close of business on the record date, the shares of our 
common stock that you are entitled to receive in the distribution will be issued electronically, as of the 
distribution date, to you or to your bank or brokerage firm on your behalf by way of direct registration in 
book-entry form. Registration in book-entry form refers to a method of recording stock ownership when no 
physical share certi ficates are issued to shareholders, as is the case in this distribution. 

If you sell shares of Entergy common stock in the "regular.way" market prior to the distribution 
date, you will be selling your right to receive shares of our common stock in the distribution. For more 
information please sec the section entitled "--Trading between the Record Date and through the Distribution 
Date." 

Commencing on or shortly after the distribution date, if you hold physical stock certificates that 
represent your shares of Entergy common stock and you are the registered holder of the Entergy shares 
represented by those certificates, the distribution agent will mail to you an account statement that indicates the 
number of shares of our common stock that have been registered in book-entry Iorm in your name. If you 
have any questions concerning the mechanics of having shares of our cormnon stock registered in book-entry 
form. we encourage you to contact BNY Mellon Shareowner Services at the address and telephone number set 
forth on page 16 of this information statement. 

Most Entergy shareholders hold their shares of Entergy Common stock through a bank or brokerage 
firm. In such cases, the bank or brokerage firm would be said to hold the stock in "street name" and ownership 
would he recorded on the bank's or brokerage finn's books. If you hold your Entergy common stock through a 
bank or brokerage firm, your bank or brokerage finn will credit your account for the shares of our common 
stock that you arc entitled to receive in the distribution. If you have any questions concerning the mechanics 
of having shares of our common Slack held in "street name;' we encourage you to contact your bank or 
brokerage firm. 

BNY Mellon Shareowner Services, as distribution agent, will not deliver any fractional shares of our 
common stock in connection with the distribution. Instead. BNY Mellon Shareowner Services will aggregate 
all fractional shares and sell the shares in the open market at prevailing market prices on behalf of the holders 
who otherwise would be entitled to receive fractional shares. The aggregate net cash proceeds of these sales. 
which generally will be taxable for U.S. federal income tax purposes, will be distributed pro rata (based on the 
fractional shares such holder would otherwise be entitled to receive) to each holder who otherwise would have 
been entitled to receive a fractional share in the distribution. For more information on the tax consequences, 
please sec the section entitled "-Material U.S. Federal Income Tax Consequences of the Distribution" below 
for an explanation of the lax consequences of the distribution. If you physically hold Entergy common stock 
certificates and arc the registered holder, you will receive a check from the distribution agent in an amount 
cquul to your pro rata share of the aggregate net cash proceeds of the sales. We estimate thal it will take 
approximately two weeks from the distribution date for the distribution agent to complete the distributions of 
the aggregate net cash proceeds. If you hold your Entergy stock through a bank or brokerage finn, your bank 
or brokerage firm will receive on your behalf your pro rata share of the aggregate net cash proceeds of the 
sales and will electronically credit your account for you. 

Results of the Separation 

After our separation from Entcrgy, we will be a separate, publicly-traded company. Immediately 
following the distribution, we expect to have approximately shareholders of record. based on the 
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